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INTRODUCTORY
It wag Sawthorne'3 wish that no on« should attempt
to write his "biography, and his wif« naturully was reluctant
to disragard his desire. But sinoe she felt that something
should be done to gratify the many readers who wished a better
aoquaintanoe vitr. the great romanoer than they could gain from
his tales and sketches alone, she at last consented to edit his
journals. The result was the American, English , and Italian
Note-Books . ( 1
)
Hawthorne early formed the habit of recor^3infr the
passing incidents and observations of ecch day. It is supposed
that his uncle, Richard Manning, gave to the twelve-year old
boy a blank book "v/ith the adviae to write out his thoughts,
some every day, in as good words as he can, upon any and all
subjects, as one of the best means of his securing for mature
years command of thought and language." (2) The i^ote -Books
give ample evidence of the faithfulness with which he followed
this practice throughout his whole life, and show likewise the
(1) Works
,
VII, 411. Here and in all subsequent notes refer-
ence is to Hawthorne's Works
,
Standard Library Edition in 15
volumes. Houghton, ilifflin and Company, Boston, 0. 1882-84.
This edition in3lude3 introductory notes and a biographical
sketch by George Parsons Lathrop, and a Biography of Hawthorn e
and his ^ife by Julian Hawthorne.
(2) IX,6;XII,458. Althou^-^h G. P. Lathrop, Hawthorne's son-
in-law, accepts as authentic the boyish Diary here referred to,
his son Julian declares himself "unable to find in this 'diary'
any trustworthy evidence of its being anything else than a
fabrication". XIV, 94.

2realization of the expected results in style. This d'lily ex-
ercise in writiap, lonp oontinued
,
goea far to explain the
finish and literary fla-vor of the Journals C3 well as the beau-
tiful style of his tales and aketoheg. The polish of the style
should not, however, be permitted to lead one to wonder at cer-
tain trivialities embodied ii the Notes. Hawthorne kept his
Journals for his own use alone, and he wrote down whatever was
in his mind. He had no thoup:ht of their being: published. (3)
The observations and opinions which he wished to share with the
public, he too-: from his notes and incorporated in his tales
and romances. His literary purpose in keeping these note-books
was to fix fleeting impressions, to preserve them in their
freshness and color. This objective is clearly pointed out in
the following remarks from the Italian Notes : "After the first
novelty is over, n-'^w things seem equally common place with old.
There is but one little interval wh»n the mind is in such a
state that it can jutch the fleeting troma of a new scene;" and
it was to preserve this "fleeting aroma" that Hawthorne per-
sisted in keeping a journal even when it reauired "great force
fo will to insist with one's self upon sitting down to 7;rite".(4)
The literary importance of the Notes, hov/ever, is by
no means their only source of interest. For many of us the
Note-Books have great charm simply as glimpses of a delightful
personality, the better kno-ra , the more l*ved; and wt find
much pleasure in tracing the daily events in a life which was
much like other men's, except cs it was modified by the greater
(3) VII, 407. Introductory Note to English Note-Books.
(4) X, 47-8.

3«n3itlvity and keener in3i/^ht of hn ertiat. It la from tht
lattar point of view that the bioprraphioal chapters which follow
were .vritten.

BTOGRAPHTCAI
American Period
Tht American Note Books , inoluding entries from June
15, 1835 to June 9, 1853, are perhaps the raoat interesting of
all the Journals "both from a 'biop'raphioal and froia a literary
point of view. The earliest years of this period saw Hawthorne
a recluse hard at work in his "old accustoracd chamber" in the
family mansion in Union Street. "Here I sat a long long tiine",
he wrote, several years later, "waiting patiently for the woirld
to kiiow me, and sometimes wondering why it did not know me soon-
er or whether it would ever know me at all But by and by,
the world found me out and called me forth. "(5) These eighteen
years witnessed the birth of Hawthorne's masterpiece, and in
f ftct , of all his very great works exoept The Marble ?aun «
These years, moreover, were significant not only for literary
developments, but also for great changes in the man himself.
At the end of the period he T/as a recluse no longer, but a man
of happy family and social relations, a man about to take up as
social a task as that of Consul tothe great English sea-port
of Liverpool.
The first entry of the American Notes (6), .vhich is
dated June 15, 1835, at Salem is thoroughly characteristic of
Hawthorne. He tells of a solitary walk to the Juniper, where
he looked at the srrassy old battery and the hospital. His re-
marks are those of an intere^led, and minute observer. He not-
(5) IX. 282-3; Oct. 4. 1840.
(6) IX, 13-14.

lo«d not only the sea-w«?d3 and driftwood on the be; oh, but also
"round or oval pitoea of bri ;k" ainonf^ the pabbles. On his way
home he stopped to look at 30tne pigs in a pen, -- "type.? of
un.'nitifl:ated sensuality," he called them; and imagined what a
soenft that of a legion of devil3 in a herd of swine muit have
bepn. (7) In the last few lines of this first entry we find an
artistic and dramatic appreciation of scene in the remark that
the setting sun kindled up the windows of the jail as if there
were a bright light within its darksome stone wall,
Hawthorne's life at this time was very uneventful;
but, judging fro.n his journals, not unhaypy and far froia un-
fruitful in a literary way (8). It w£.3 a period devoted to
stren^us literary work, when, as he tells us, he vrote "many
tales,-- many that have been burned to ashes, many doubtless
that deserved the same fate Sometimes" , he declared, "it
seemed as if I were already in the grave, with only life enouf?:h
to be chilled and benumbed. But oftener I was happy,-- at least
as happy as I then knew how to be And now I b«gin to
understand why I was imprisoned so many years in this lonely
chamber. Serving in solitude till the fulness of time was come,
(7) This peculiar and unlocked for interest in hogs is evidenced
in many entries. He wrote once:" a drove of pigs passing at dusk
There was a ereneral srrunting, not violent at all:: but low and
quiet, -,3 if they were expressing their sentiments among themselves
in a companionable way ". (IX,187). Pour swine at Brook Farm
likewise attracted his attention. Of them he wrote; "I have been
looking at our swine the very sy.:abol'^ of ~;lothful esse and sensu-
ous comfort There is something deeply and indefinably interest-
ing in the swinish race. They appear more a mystery the longer
one gazes at them (IX, 253) After his settlement at the Old
Manse he decided that "It is our duty to support a pig I should
have much amuserrient in studying the char^icter of a pig." (IX, 297)
(8) The Botes of this period are especially rioh in suggestions
for stories. Gf. IX, 21-28; 32-43; 86-89; 105-110; 209-212.
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I still kept th« d«\v of my youth, and the frejiinoas of my heart."
(^)
AlthoUfCrh Hawthorne was, accord inp to hi3 own stato.nent^
8 reolu3e durinc: this severe literary apprenticeship, (10) his
mode of life was by no meana as larksoine as it is somotiiaes re-
presented; .or •xample , it is far from true that he never walked
outdoors in the daytime. He "loved the sunshine and the green
woods and sparkling blue water" too well not to look upon them.
His entries frequently raent i :>n walks on the beach and through
the fields, for instance; "A walk in I^orth Salera in the decline
(11)
of yesterday afternoon, beautiful weather, bright, sunny;" and
again, "A walk yesterday down on the shore near the hospital...
The sun gave a very golden brightness." (12) Often, too, he took
drives, just gs other mortals did. "Irode to Boston in the sfter-
noon with Mr. Proctor," he writes. "We stopped about an hour
at the Maverick House." Here Hawthorne amused himself by fninute-
ly observing the company. Although the yo ng aien were fashionably
dressed, he concluded that they were nevertheless laerely "Sunday
gerttlemen". One of them who happened to stop nearbyj on raising
his foot, revealed that the sole of his exquisitely polished bojt
was all worn out; and some such minor deficiencies, he apprehend-
ed, might have been detected in the gen^^rel showiness of most of
them lis).
At times these outing trips were longer. A midsujnmer
month's visit in Augusta, Maine with Horatio Bridge (1±), a close
friend of college days, forms an interesting episode in this rathei
(13) IX, 17; June 22, 1835. ( 1^ ) XIV, 163. Prom a letter in-
cluded in A Biography. (15) IX, 47.

7uneventful period. Bridge was keeping bachelor's hall, fl5)
and Hawthorne remarks that they lived "very singularly" during
hia visit. Bridge went about his own affairs as if he had no
guest. Suoh a situation suited Hawthorne well. He wrote: "I
think I should soon become strongly attached to our way of life,
80 independent and untroubled by the forms and restrictions of
society." (16) By way of amusement during these days, he engaged
in long literary and philosophical conversations with a young
Frenchman who lived with Bridge; (17) or he walked and drove
with his old friend, (18) thoroughly enjoying the wild natural
beauties and the equally wild human nature of the French-Canadian
borde r.
Hawthorne frequently made short trips to small towns
near Salem. On one such excursion he had a humanly attractive
and amusing experience Thich he records thus: "A frank, free,
and mirthful daughter of the landlady, between whom and myself
there iaraediately sprang up a flirtation, which made us both
feel rather melancholy when we parted on Tuesday morninp:. " (19)
His longer suromer vacation of 1838, Hawthorne spent
in the Taconic Mountains, visiting Pittsfield, Northampton, and
North Adarjs
,
remaining most of the time in the little town last
named. Althou<?:h he se'^med to be most interested in the people
whom he met, the mountains, streams, and woods made their usual
(16) IZ, 47.
(17) IX, 50.
(18) IX, 53, 55, 60.
(19) IX, 80; Aug. 1837.

8strong appeal. He portioularly admirad "Hudson '3 Gave", "a
fissure in r. httt;'^ leupc of inarble throuph which a stream has for
ages been foroing its way"; and he described at length "the
impending crags, the tall trees growing on the verge, and the
most interesting part of the cave, where the whirlings of the
stream had left the aarks of its eddies in the solid marble." (20)
He found that "the scenery on the eastern side of the Green
Mountains is incomparably more striking than on the wentern,"
and he declared thet Monadnock looked like a sapphire cloud
agcinst the sky. (21)
But the people were, after all, the most interesting
phas^^ of the trip. Hawthorne recounts at some length the pecul-
iarities 3f an essence vendor -.vith whorri he rocie in the coach. (22)
At North Adams he found a very agreeable conversationalist in
an old soap-maker, v/ho, though fallen in life, still shov/ed traces
of intellectuality. In the cours** of their tal> the soap-maker
remarked thet his study was Jien and added shrewdly,"! do not
know your narae , but there is something of the hawk-eye about you
too," (23) Among the other odd people whom he met, a child
tavern-haunter whom he foresaw as a criminal (24) an old German
with a "diorama", (25) appealed to hirn equally as excellent
material for character sketches and as rare human documents.
In 1839 Hawthorne became a measurer of coal at the
Boston Gustoiu House. It was for the most part uncongenial work
and left him little leisure for writi/ig; yet it was not v/ithout
compensations. That he realized the especial value of this
(20) IX, 145; 156. (22) IX, 126. (24) IX, 144.
(21) IX, 181. (23) IX, 139. (25) IX, 179.

9mixing with men in th« work of th« world is shown in a letttr (26)
to his future wife: "I do not mean, "he wrote," to imply that I
am unhappy or disoontented , for this is not the case. My life
only is a "burden in the same way that it is to every toilsome
man; and mine is a healthy weariness Year3 hence, perhaps,
the experienoes that my heart is acquiring now will flow out
in truth and wisdom." (27) In a somewhat similar vein he after-
wards wrete: "I do think that it is a doom laid upon me of
murdering so many of the brightest hours at the Custom House,
that makes such havoc with my wits.... (but) I do think and
feel and learn things worth knowing It is good for me on
many accounts that my life has had this passage in it... I have
gained worldly wisdom, and wisdom also that is not altogether of
this world." (£8)
Hawthorne's next venture, after leaving the Custom
Heuse , was at Brook Farm, to which he went April, 13, 1841. (29)
There he milked cows, chopped hay with such "righteous vehemence"
that he broke the machine , and learned the use of a four-pronged
instrument called a pitch-fork. ( 30 ) He observed and thought
as well as worked, and after five months he reached tha conclusion
that "labor is the curse of the world, and nobody can raeddle with
|
it without becoming proport ionably brutifiedi Is it a praise-
worthy matter, -" he demanded, "thati have spent five golden months
in providing food for cows and horses? It is not so." (31)
After a month's vacation in the fall, he returned to the farm with
a kindlier disposition toward it , since he was no longer obliged
(29) IZ, 226. (30) IX. 228. (31) IX, 235. Aug. 12, 1341.
(26) Mrs. Hawthorne has occasionally used excerpts from her
private letters to fill gaps in the journals.
(27) TT. 21.^. July 3. 18.^59. f 28 V TX . 216-27. Mar. 23. 1840.
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to toll in its stubborn furrows. H» found, however, that he
oould not do ?ood literary work ot Brook a'nrm even when he had
lei:mre enougli. "I doubt whether I shall succeed in writing
another v.^luine of Grandfather's Library while I remain here, "
he declares. I have not the senile of perfect seclusion which
has always been essential to 'ny power of producin,^ an/thinp:."
He realized, however, that he need n^t count this as time v/asted
and 30 adds, "I must observe and think and feel, and content
myself with catching glimpses of thinrrs that may be wrought out
hereafter." (32) The gains that resulted from this policy are
evidenced in The BJ ithedale Romance . Althoui?:h his increased leis-
ure could not be emOoyed in writing:, it did add materially to
h^s pleasure?.; for it permitted him to wander about in i,he fields
and woods.
Soon after leaving Brook Farm, Hav/thorne married
Sophia Peabody of Salem, (35) and the two went to live at CJoncord
in the Old Mange which he later celebrated in hi;^ ''.iosser; from
an Old Ivlanse". Here he was very happy. He v/rote : "My life, at
this time, is more like that of boy, externcally, than it has
ever been since I -.v: s really ci boy. It is usually supposed that
the cares of life c^-ne with matrimony but ray chief anxiety
consists in watching the prosperity of my vegetable 3." (34)
Yet this >Jden of hi.3 had some laughable drawbacks,-- for instance,
there wes no wjter fit to use; and so he humorously coniimented
thu8 : "Only imagine Adam trudging out of Paradise with a bucket
(32) IX, 241. Sept. 22, 1841.
(33) July 9, 1842. See IX, 335; VIII, ol7.
(M) IX, 300.
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•ooh hand to ^^et v/ater to drink, or for Eve to bath« in*.** (i55)
Although the lack of wuter was the only serioua dil'floulty,
there remained certein desiderate at the Old Manse, among them
animals. Hawth >rne pertiuulerDy wished a kitten. (36) He alwey
liked oats, and paid great deal of attention to them. He even
dreamed onje of the wretched Vigwiggie mewing for admittance
which it grieved him tj be unable to grjmt. (37) Another time,
while his wife was away, he wrote: "Little Puss has established
herself in the study.... She now lies on the footstool between
my feet, purring, most obstreperously. The dsy of wife's depart
ure she came to me talking with great earnestness, but v/hether
to condole with me on my loss," he quest ion®<^huiQorou3ly , "or
to demanc my redoubled care for herself, I could not well make
out". (38) Nor did he lose his kindly feeling for the feline
breed as he grew older. /ears after the time of ignigp^.ie , he
records having taken his daughter Una to see an enormous cat in
a book-store in Paris. "It is really a wonder," he writes;
"as big and broad as a tolerably sized dog, very soft and silken
and apparently of the gentlest disposition." (39)
Writing of the Old Manse in a more serious vein than
that whioh hi had assumed when he complained of the lack of a
kitten, he has described the old house in nearly th^ same terms
that he used Icter in his "Mosses from an Old Manse". "It
has a character of its own. which
really /is more than can be said of most edifices in these days."
(35) IX, 285.
(36) IX, 285,
(37) IX, 356.
(38) IX, 341.
(39) X, 516. June 1, 1859.
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It WI13 a v«ry old house, with rooms that setmed ntver to have
been painted and furni-ture that had been fashionable half a
otntury earlier. (40) Althou'^h the house had to be soniewhat
modernized to mel-:e it a comfortable residence, its quaint eir
of antiquity persisted. "It io evident," Havthorne remarked
with a quiet satisfaction, "that other wedded pairs have spent
their honey:noons here, that children have been born here, and
people have grown old and died here in these rooms." (41) A
spacious old hall which ran throu?'. the house was to Ha'.vthorn*
en especially admirable feature of th'^ old p"!ace. From the front
door he could look up a stately ? venue of balm-of-Gile ad trees,
and from the bac^^ door he could pass throuf?h a beautiful old
orchard to the Concord River. (^i2) The quiet beauty of the
setting in whic - the Manse wes placed^with the placid river flo//-
ing throup-h broad and peaceful .neadows and amon? low hills,
appealed to Hawthorne c-.s the most satisfying that one could find
in natural scenery. (43)
To this home came a few friends who were thoroup-hly
worthy of the privilege. Amonfr them were George Prescott , a
neighbor for whom Hawthorne cared a great deal; Thoreeu and
Emerson; and George Hillard , the editor. The latter and his
wife v/ere the first guests to be welcomed to the Old uanse.
Referring to their first visit Hawthorne writes; "George Hillard
and his wife arrived from Boston to spend Sunday with us... It
was a sort of acknowledgement and reception of us into the corps
of married people.... About nine o'clock (the next morning),
Hillard and I set out for a walk to ',¥alden Pond, calling b/ the
way at Mr. Emerson's, to obtain his guidance or direction, and
(40) li, 291. (41) IX, 893. (42) IX, 29Q. (43) IX, 290.
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h« acoompanitd us in his own i^lustriouj ijrrson. " (44) 3uoh
incidental relations a3 this formed dyi introduction to a much
more intimate association with the poet-eftasyist . In the fall
the two writers went to^ethor on a walking trip of sevf-ral di-.ys
duration; (45) and they often had long tal -s on literary and
philosophical topics. Hawthorne found his friend's visits
particularly delightful durinp: a lonely interval when ulT3.
Hawthorne was away. "Mr. Emerson came, with a sunheam in his face
h« writes of one of these visits; "and we had as good a talk: as
I ever rernerAber to have had with him." They spoke of Margaret
Puller, they discussed Ell«ry Channing and Thoreau, and they
talked of th« singular moral aspects of the Brook Parm txperi-nent
(46) Hawthorne found Thoreau as well as Emerson an agreeable
and stimulating companion, as the following Jottings indicate:
"Mr. Thoreau dined with us yesterday .. .He is a keen and delicate
observer of nature...., (who) shows him secrets which few others
are allowed to witness." (47) And again: "I was interrupted
by a visit from ^t. Thoreau. . He (is) one of the few persons,
I think, with whom to hold intercourse is like hearing the wixid
among the bousrhs of a forest-tree; and, with all this freedom,
there is a hi?:h and classic cultivation in him too." (48)
Not all liter^ people, however, were as pleasing to
gawthorne as were Emerson and Thoreau. Margaret Fuller at first
impressed hiii most unfavorably. Late in 1840 he wrote; "I v/as
invited to dine at Mr. Bancroft's yesterday with kiss Margaret
Puller; but Providence had given me some business to do, for
which I was very thankful." (49) To be suro , we cannot tei;! jusJi
(44) IX, 303. Aig. 15, 184E. (47) IX. 318. Sept. 1, 1842.
(45) IX, 3£5. (48) IX, 332, April 7, 1843.
(46) IX, 334. April 8, 1843. (49) IX, 265;
• y
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how inuoh of this th?nkfuln«33 wea due to pettln^^ out of the dinner
and how muoh to missing Miss Fuller; but in f'. irnoss to that
"brilliant woman we must remember that Hawthorne did not, at this
timt, like to go out to dinner under any oiroui.i^tsnoes. That h«
liked Miss Puller no better a year later is stronjrly supgest^d,
however, in his amusing but sarcastic; account of her Brook Farm
heifer; his remarks seem to be not too heavily veiled comments on
that unamiable creature's owner. (50) But a year after this, w«
find evidence of a kindlier feeling toward Margaret Fuller. August
22, 1842 he records coming upon her in Sleepy Hollow as he was on
his way to Emerson's to return a book, and having an agreeable
conversation with her. "We talked about autumn, and about tht
crows.... and about the sight of mountains from a distance, and
the view froai their summits; and about other matters of high and
low philosophy." (51) Another suggestion of a friendlier attitude
is his statement that "Margaret's article on Ganova. . . is good."
(52)
Longfellow was another one of Hawthorne's literary
acquaintances, and a very generous reviewer of his work. The re-
marks in which his name occurs in the Notes, however, are suggest-
ive rather than informative. "I went out to Cambridge," he writes
March 31, 1843," to dine with Langfellow whom I had not seen since
his return from Europe." (53) A ye&r Ister he remarks that "we
had a very pleasant dinner at Longfellow's end I liked Mrs.
Longfellow very mu3n." (54) He had not wanted to go to the
dinner, even thou9:h it was at Longfellow's; and after Hillard
had urged him to go he wrote ; "Lest iny itself has oftnn been
worsted in the attempt to e:et me out to dinner." (55)
T^Ol IX, 2E7; 229. 152) IX, 339. April 9, 1845. ( 55 | IX. 361.
(51) IX, 307-8. (53) IX, 331. (54) IX, 363. May 27, 1844.
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Hla frltnds did not, however, claiui a larp;e part of
Hawthorn* '3 timn. The r« wer« other mor« engrossing matters re-
quiring his attention. In the middle of August, 1842 he described
his bu3inei:i3 in life as merely to live and to Anjoy. He went out
early in the morning after breakfast to gather vegetables. Then
he walked through the orchard and the fields, where he gathcrea flo
flowers. The rest of the time till dinner he spent in his study
reading or scribbling in his diery. The chief event of the after-
noon was a walk with his wife. He added to this resume of a day's
occupations his conviction that idleness, though v-^ry agreeable for
a few weeks, was not at all desirable for a life-time. (56) Nor
did Hawthorne continue idle long. Half a year later we find a
very different account of how he had been using his time. "As to
the daily course of our life," he explains," rhave written with
pretty commendable diligence, averaging from two to four hours
a day; and the result is seen in various magazines. I might have
written more,-- but I was content to earn only so much gold as
might suffice for. in^imediatt wants, having prospect of official
position and emolument which would do away with the necessity of
writing for bread. " (57) He was also reading diligently as well
as writing. During the spring of 1843 he was laboriously making
his way through Tieck with the aid of a German phrase-book, and,
occasionally, a grammar. He found it slow and dull work, but he
plodded patiently onv/ard , in spite of difficulties, through "the
rugged and bewilderin?r depths". Lenore is the only tale which he
mentions specifically (58).
(66 f IX, 302.
(57 IX, 330. March 31, 1843.
(58) IX, 332: 339; 343.
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Reforenaes to^own writinp at this time are usually
very gGnorul, In the entry of March 16,184^3, however, he
declared that "I intend to adhere to ray former plan of //riting
ono: or two ra.ytholo^Ti jal story books to be published under
0'3ullivan*3 auapioes." (59) Between the vory pen'^ral and the
very specifio references to his works lies the tantal iz ingly
su^rsrestive remark: "I sat til"' eight o ' olook,meditat ing upon
this world and the next and sometimes dimly shr^ping out scenes
of a tale." (60)
After "several months pretty constant work" on
tales and sketches, Hawthorne fo-und hi:nself ready to lay aside
literary employment and enjoy the spring of 1843. He observed
with great joy the return of the birds and budding of the trees,
at the same time noting with a practical eye the uncleanness
winter brings with it, or leaves behind it." (61) Not spring,
ho*vever, but autumn, .vas to him " the most delightful season
of the year." His remarks on nature's loveliness become then
a 30 of joy: " is t glorious day, - bright, warm, yet
with an unspeakable gentleness both in warmth and brightness,"
he writes in exultation. "On such days it is impossible
not to love nature, for she evidently loves us« At other
seasons she does not give me this impression. There is a per-
vading blessing diffused over all the world.... ouch a day is
the promise of b. blissful eternity." (62)
(£9) IX, 337. (61) IX 344- "549
(60) IX, 3^1. (62) IX; 357; Sept. 23,1843.
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Thft wonderful colorint'- of outumn alwaya afforded hlra deep
Dleaaure. He wrote once The.'.e hueo appear to be throvm
together without design, and yet there vvaa perfect har.nony
ainoni? them, and a softness and delicacy made up of a thousand
different "briprhtnesses* . . . it is n pensive gayety.... But it ia
in vain, " ho cries in despair, " for me to attempt to describe
these aut-oninal "brilliancies or to 3onvey the impression v/hioh
they make on me. ^ have tried a thousand times, t.nd al.vaya
•.vithout the slightest self-satisfaction." (53)
Prom tfune,1844 until iiay,1850, there are no entries
in the x\iote-Books . H&wthorne left the Old xvlanse, however, in
October ,1845 , and went to Salem to become Ho.val Officer or
:3urveyor, (64) .xfter losin? '''ne surveyorship in 1849, becciuse
of political niajhinations , (65) h« devoted himself to writing
The Scarlet Letter ,.vhich he finished early in 1850. (66)
His next book. The xiouse of the Seven G^^bles, was written at
Lenox, whither he had gone in ^I>-rch,1850. (67) It was an
uneventful life, but very favorable for work. On this interest-
ing period of his career, however, the Note-Books shed but little
light, for the journals always suffered when a book was in
progress. As he himself had once quaintly put it, "his
scribbling propensities were far more than gratified in writing
nonsense for the press; so that t-ny gratuitous l.;ibor of the pen
became particularly distasteful." (68) IJovember 21,1851 he left
iu^) XX. S58. Oct 6,1843 (66) XII, 495.
(64) III, ^94. Biographical sketch (67 XII, 500.
(65) XII. 496 . ' (68) IX , 3E7.
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Lenox for Weot Newton, {6'J) where h*^ v/rote The Blithed>-.le
Ronihnoe . Xhis book is unuaaal in thtit la is speoifically men-
tioned in the Notes . He records that he finish^^d it April 30,
1852, and wrote the prefuce the next day. (70) ii;:rly in the
summer of 1852 he moved to " The '..j^yside" in Concord, (71)
whi/n became his permanent ho;ne. Here, after a delightful
VF.oation in the Isles of Shoals, (72) he wrote his Tanglewood
'i'ales
,
jompleting: them March 9, 1855. (73) -^-his was to be his
lest literary work for several years, for even then"plans had
been made for him to take a diplomotio position in return for
his kind offices in writing afbiography of Pierce for campaign
material. The li-st entry of the iijnerican Note -Books concerns
his preparation to leave "The *7ayside." "I burned great heaps
of old letters and other papers, a little while ago, " he
writes June 9,1853, " preparatory to going to England." (74)
(69) XTI, 505 .
(70) IX , 409
.
(71) XII, 506.
(72) IX , 4tl0-443 Aug.. 30. - Sept 16,1852.
(73) IX , 445.
(74) IX
.
445.
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Bn>g:lish Period .
As one might expect, the English Notes differ markedly from
the American Note?. The former seem, for the most part, to be con-
cerned with -lawthorne's thoughts and feelings; v/hile the latter
deal mainly with external matters. He himself states that when
he was making the notes, he had intended to draw from them mater-
ial for ''the side scenes and backgrounds and exterior adornment
of a work of fiction'."^
2
The first entry in the English Note-Books clearly marks
the coTimencement of a ne^v era for Hawthorne and reveals a nev/ side
of his nature. He wrote it as he sat in his room at the Consulate
on the fourth day after beginning his services. He had found
already that the pleasantest incident of the morning was Mr.
Pearce's appearance -Aith the account-books and a little roll of th
Queen's coin. A less agreeable side of his work is represented
by his interview with a young woman who wanted to get back to
America and who had fooled him out of naif a crown as a step in
that direction. The impending visit of a delegation from the
American Chamber of Commerce ooints out still another sort of
duty that the Consul is to perform: he must make speeches.
This matter of ST)eaking at various public functions at
first troubled Hawthorne a great deal. In his second entry in the
1. VII, 15-16; Preface to Our Old Home . Hawthorne in this preface
declared he had given up his plan to write a book with an Eng-
lish setting, using this material; nevertheless, he made use of
his English experience in Dr. G^rimshawe's Secret , which was
oublished after his death.
2. VII, 415-16, August 4, 1853.
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Knglish Notes ho raontions havin.'j reoaivod an Invitation to dine
with tho I.'iEyor at the Town Hall, and insists that inasrauoh ae a
speech would doubtless be expect ^3d from him, he had rather dine at
3
the humblest inn in the city. Later, howevrjr, he records that
he made the speech, "being at bay and with no alternative", and
tnat il seemed to give a good deal of satisfaction. A year later
he characterized this necessity of making dinner speeches as ''the
most awful part of nis official duty". He found encouragement,
however, in the fact that after sitting down he was conscious that
he had enjoyed speaking to a public assembly and felt that he
should like to rise again. A year and a half later he admits
that "these dinners of the Mayors are rather agreeable than other-
wise, except for the annoyance, in my case, of being called up to
speak to a toast, and that is less disagreeable than at first."
In another year he had reached the point where he could say: "I
can conceive of very high enjoyment in making a speech; one is in
7
such curious symoathy with his audience." Finally, April 19,
1857, he attained all one could desire in ease in oublic speaking,
when he delivered an address at the laying of the corner stone for
a great free library. At that time, he spoke with as much com-
posure as he had ever felt at. his own fireside. "It is very
strange", he declares, "this self-possession and clear sightedness
which I have experienced when standing before an audience.... IViy
speech was certainly better cheered than any other."® Ho'.v badly
the iinglish themselves spoke in public may be learned from such a
4
3. VII, 416.
4. VII, 4E8.
7. VIII, 384.
8. VIII, 418-19.
5. VII, 540. Oct. 5, 1854.
e.VIi, 556.
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coniRiont as this: "From the beginning to the end there was not
one breath of eloquence, nor even one neat sentence... Yet any
Englishman almost, muoh more generally than Americans, will stand
up and talk in a plain way, uttering one rough, ragged and shape-
9
less sentence after another."
Hawthorne found tnat his duties in relation to American
seaman, though less embarrassing than public speaking, were far
more distressing to his sensibilities. Conditions as they existed
on board shio troubled him ,greatly. Once an American captain who
had shot and killed one of his men as a matter of discipline came
to tell the Consul about it. 'i'he captain seemed to be disturbed
by no other regret than that he might lose some money because of
the deed. Hawthorne felt very differently. ''In my opinion, ' he
declares, "it is nothing short of murder... but almost a natural
occurrence when done in such a hell on earth as one of these ships,
10
in the first hours of tho voyage." Occasionally his obligations
to American sailors led him to the police court. One such visit
he made on account of a seaman accused of stealing a comfort.'^'''
Not all cases, however, were so trivial. February 20, 1854, he
went to the hearing of a second mate and four seamen who were
charged with having assaulted the lirst mate. After a considera-
tion of the situation and of the men's faces, he rather shrewdly
concluded that "the chief mate got pretty nearly what he deserved,
12
under the code of natural justice," Likewise in the course of
9. VII, 540.
10. VII, 451.
11. VII, 477.
12.vII, 479.

basint^BS he viaited the joroner's court. xho particular case
interastad him not at all, but the room '^nd the ofl'i-jial suggested
to him that tae"Diary oi a Coroner" would be a po:'>ular book.
Their first month in .-ia^^land the Hawthornes spent at the
Rock Ferry dotal, a very comfortable place, where they had a good
table and were treated in kindly fashion. Jj'rom their parlor win-
dows they had a view of the muddy-hued Mersey and its shi9plng.
iawthorne liked well to watch the little black steamers that were
constantly puffing back and forth on the river, the big American
14
liners, and the odd -oleasure boats. After a month, they moved to
1. 5
a house in r^ock ^ark, a very pretty and quiet residential districl:.
The day of moving into the house was dismal and rainy, and filled
Hawthorne's sensitive soul with gloom. He writes: "I thought,
rather sadly, how many times we have changed our home since we have
married. In the lirst place, our three years at the Old Manse;
then a brief residence at Salem, then at ioston, then two or three
y^ars at Salem again; then at Lenox, then at 'Vest Newton and then
again at Concord, where we imagined that we were fixed for life,
but spent only a year. Then this farther flignt to England, wnere
we expect to spent four years, and afterwards another year or two
in Italy, during all which time v:e shall have no real home.""'-^
This longing for a settled abode troubled Hawthorne during all his
English sojourn. He once wrote: "I have betaken myself to the
Rock Ferr^ Hotel, where I am as comfortable as I could be anyiArhere
but at home; but it is rather uncomfortable to think of home as
13. VII, 486.
14. VII, 441.
15. VII, 443.
16. VII, 444.
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17throe years off and three thousand miles away." At Ghrietmas
time in 18o7, ho mentioned that his Tamily was ^oin=^ to soend the
festival day at the Jrystal ^'alac'B, comolaininp; ti\, tne sarri'^irae that
'we shall have no home feelin? or fireside en joyment "
.
.-iawthorne oarticularly faarad the effects of "this un-
19
settled, shii'ting, vagrant life" on the characters of his children,
for whose welfare he was as deeply and tenaerly concerned as any
fatner could be. The Notes contain many delightful evidences of
his paternal affection. V/hile he was in iingland, he bought a
very fine Tvatca from Sennet's in London, though he should have
been content with a much inferior one if he had not thought of
20
Julian's wearing it later. Like other fatders, he was proud of
his baby's clever sayings, ne carefully recorded the fact, when
little Kose once explained that the moon "blooms out in the morn-
21
ing" , SLnd he probably acceoted it as a sig:n of literary promise.
Her quaint little hope that "God did not hurt hisself" when he was
making the fierce soldier-crab which she heard her brother describ-
22
ing, seemed very sweet to her father. Nor did Hawthorne fail
to make a note of it when ''Una caugnt a minnow last evening, and
immediately after a good sized -oerch, - her first fish." But it
is of Julian that we hear most in the Notes. He was his fiither's
companion on all sorts of walks, in town and country. ciawthorne
said of him, "Julian seems to have my passion for thronged streets
OK
and the utmost bustle of human life." The boy also had a passioi
ior fisning, though he had only a piece of string and a bent pin
17. VIII, 63.
18. VIII, 598.
19. YIII, 364.
20. VII, 628.
21. VII, ij47.
22. VII, 579.
23. VIII, 59.
24. VIII, 23,292,514,602.
20.VIII, 560.
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with which to follow th> soort. His father humorously comolains
26
that "Julian threatens ominously to be a fisherman"; and at
another time declares that he had never seen the angler's instinct
27
stronger in anybody. Hawthorne's love oi nature appeared in his
son as a deep interest in natural history. Julian took as much
delight, indeed, in museums of natural history as his father did
2din cathedrals and abbeys.
Hawthorne once aifirmed that "cathedrals are almost the
only things that nave quite filled out my ideals h3re in this old
world; and cat nedrals '' , he comolains, "often make me miserable
from my inadequacy to take them wholly in; and above all, I desojsc
29
myself when I sit down to desoribe them." In spite of these
drawbacks, he visited many cathedrals, and told about them, too.
(Jlouchester Cathedral impressed him oart icularly. He wrote:
"It has a very rich and beautiful outside, and a lofty tower, very
large and ponderous, but so finished off and adorned with ninnacles
and all manner, of architectaral devices that it seams to sit
30lightly in the air." Salisbury Cathedral, too, with its mighty
spire and multitudinous grey pinnacles and t owers , seemed to him to
31
ascend towards heaven with a kind of natural beauty. His first
sight of York Minster fl/xay 8, 1856) disappointed him. The best he
could find to say was tnat it had a satisfactory hugeness. He
admitted at the same time that doubtless he would have found it
22
wholly admirable if he had only known better how to admire it.
./hen he again visited York, a ysar later, he was far differently
impressed. He had gr jwn in some degree fitted to enjoy it, he
26. YIII, 469. 3U.VIII, 308.
27. VIII, o06. 31. VIII, 294.
E8. VIII, 560, 32. VIII, 278.
29. VIII, 299.
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daolares. He wrote at this second viow: ''York: Juthedral Is the
most wondariiil worx that ever onme Irom the hands of man. Indeed,
it seems like "a house not made witn hands' but rather to have
come down from above, bringing; an awful majesty and sweetness with
33
it." St. Paul's and 'estrainster Abbey were, of course, a cause
of deepest joy to him. Heferrin,? to thf^ra, he exclaimed: "How
wonderful man is in all his v;orksI How glad I arn that tnere can
be two such anrairable chirches, in their onoosite styles. "^^ Inter-
esting because so stronsrly in contrast with this attitude oi rev-
erence are Hawthorne's thoroughly Yankee views on the old -rrave-
yard and church of St. Nicholas. He was much surprised to find
tais old church and its burial-ground taking up space among the
docks ano warehoui-:es of Liverpool, and declared that they would
not long have stood in a similar position in an American city. And
why, he questioned, should th^ graveyard be permitted to remain
35in this spot when its purposes might be better served elsewhere?
I^ot only the splendid architecture of i^ngland, but also the
English peoole tnemselves greatly interested Hawthorne. I'heir
iiidependenc e of ooinion attracted his notice very quickly. August
8, 1853, he wrote thus: 'I^ien and women here do things that would
at least make them ridiculous in America, 'fhey are not afraid to
enjoy themselves in their own way, and have no pseudo-gentility
36
to support." A.nd again, in the same vein: "Aboard the ferryboal
...a man eating oyst ers . . .with a perfect coolness and independence,
33. VIII, 516.
34. VIII, 117.
35. VII, 425.
36. VII, 418.

suoh as no sin^rle inan can ev^jr fejl in America. Hero a man does
not se3m to consider what other people will think of his coaduot,
but only whether it suits his own convenionce to do so and so.
37
It may be the better way." Hav/thorne was likewise very stron^srly
impressed wit i the distinctions of caste which wer ) obvious even
to the casual obiserver. The grace of the .nglish women of the
lower classes was not seen in eacn individual, but belonged to
them as an order. The marks of class were clear even in the faces
of the little children. Once, after seeing a cro-vd of blue-
gowned charity-scnool girls, he wrote: "I should not have conceiv-
ed it possible that so many children could have been collected
together without a single trace of oeauty or scarcely of intelli-
gence in so much as one individual... "hey did not apoear wicked,
but only stupid, animal and soulless.. All America could not shov;
38
the like." This conviction that the lower classes bore physical
evidence of their inferiority of station is expressed even more
clearly in the following entry, written after he had seen a large
school of girls of the lover classes enjoying a holiday at Birken-
head Park: "It struck raeV he wrote, ''as it always has, to observe
how the lower orders of this country indicate their birth and
station by their aspect and features. In Anierica there would be
a good deal of grace and beauty among one hundred and liity
children and budding girls, belonging to whatever rank of life.
But here they had universally a most plebeian look." He thougnt
tnat tne American superiority might be explained as due oartly to
37. VII, 48£.
38. VII, 429-30.
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climate and partly to tne c ircar.istances of classoB not boinsr
icept apart as tiioy wora in Sn^lund.
iiawthorne was ever a closo observer of the peculiarities
of English crowds, do marvelled at the cariosity ox people regard
ing the little happenia-TS of tao streets: "A crowd, - or at all
events, a moderate-eized ^roup.- is much more easily drawn togeth-
er here than v,'ith us," he wrote. "The people have a great deal
of idle and momentary curiosity, and are always ready to stop when
another oerson has stonoed, so as to see what has attracted his
40
attention." The L^nglish crowd, however, though easily .^thered,
41
was perfectly undemonstrative and entirely o.ecorous. Of all the
peculiarities of the ICnglish masses, their stolidity in regard to
national matters impressed Hawthorne most. Thus, when a crowd
watching the Connaught Kangers march by evinced no enthusiasm
whatever, he doubted whether the English -oooulace really felt a
48
vital interest in the nc::.tion. This attitude seemed to him very
different from that in America, where the public life was lived
43
through the mind and heart of every iLan in it.
Hawthorne's acquaintance with England was by no means con-
fined to a familiarity with Liverpool. He found time during his
consulate to maxe several extensive sight-seeing tours in jiigland,
Scotland, and T7ales, and he got a graat deal from them in spite of
his declaration tnat he wcs not a .good sight-seer, and was soon
44
satisfied with looking at set sights. Chester, which was very
39. VIII, 70-71. 42. VII, 493.
40. VII, 500. 43. VIII, 22.
41. VIII, 582. 44. VII, 515.
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^onveniont to Liv^^rnool, ha visited Ireouently. He odIIs It an
indescribable old towTi; a glimpse of old England. The old wall,
the anoient gateways, the arched bridges over the Bee, and oar-
45ticularly the Hows, attracted him very much. He was disappointet
in the Cathedral. It seemed to him that an American must always
46
have imagined a better one. Of the cathedral service he said:
"A great oeal ot ceremony, and not unimposing, but rather tedious.
In America the sermon is the principal thing; but here all this
magnificent ceremonial of prayer and chanted responses and Dsalms
and anthems was the setting lor a short, meagre discourse, which
woald not have been considered oi any account among the elaborate
intellectual efforts of Hew jlngland ministers . "^'^ Incidentally,
iSnglish religious customs were always quite i.iGomor enensible to
Hawthorne. Referring to family prayers, he wrote: "I should like
to know how much religious feeling is indicated by this regular
observance of religious rites. If an American is an infidel, he
48
knows it; but an Englishman is often so without suspecting it."
In the sumiLer of 1864 Hawthorne pierced the country beyond
Chester, spending a week visiting Hhyl, Ryddlan Castle and Conway
Castle. Hhyl, which -.vas a summer resort, he declared was a most
uninteresting place, destitute of attraction. He did, however,
thoroughly enjoy seeing the old castle of Hhydclan and the V/elsh
villages. Conway Castle seemed to him the most ri^rfect specimen
49
of a ruinous old castle in the whole world. After very carefully
45. YII, 452-56
46. VII, 453.
47. VII, 466.
48. VIII, 81.
49. VII, 522.
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explorin T the i'^f •-r 1 o r of tho castle he doclnred that n-)thin^
oould evor have been more o ^rfect in its own stylo, and lo r its
own purposes; nor could anythin>"r else be more perfect as a Picture
01" ivy-grown, peaceiul ruin. After he wandered through the rooms
of the castle n.; remembered ^ueen jilleanorland imagined her stately
figure in antique robes, standing looking out through some window
60
at the rivar Oonway.
The vacation trio of the following summer (1855) was
through the lake country. Hawihorne found the region very beauti-
ful, though he was surprised at the smallness of the lakes.
Windermere ho describes as "a lovely little pool among the hills,
long and narrow; beautifully indented with tiny bays and head-
lands ;.. one smile (as broad a smile as its narrowness allowed)
with really brilliant sunshine. The little villages through
which he passed all looked Yery old, but as if models of simple,
quiet, rustic comfort and beauty. He saw among other places of
53 54
wide fame, Furness Abbey, Wordsworth's residence near Jrasmere,
o5
and Southey's house just above the lireta. The country seemed
to him marked by surpassing loveliness. He questioned whether
any other part oi the world looked as beautiful as this part of
56
England on a fine sum/aer morning. The mountains around Derwent-
water and Skiddaw, as well as the lakes and meadov/s, pleased
Hawthorne very much. He declared that they were much suT)erior to
those of Ilew Bngland because of their variety and definiteness of
50. /II, 525-6.
51. '^III, 8. 54. VIII, 25.
52. YIII, 9. 55. YIII, 42-44
53. VIII, 9. 56. VIII, 37.
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j
Shape and their abundance of water prospects. He characterized
the whole scene as one of "stern -grandeur with an embroidery of
57
rich beauty." r'inally, hov/ever, he became very weary of this
fine scenery, and deolarod th. t it seern^d to hira as if he had etiten
a scoru^ of mountains and nuaffed as many lakes, all in the soace
of two or three days, and so was surfeited. He added, however,
"I shall always enjoy havinp: made this journey, and shall wonder
the more at England, which comprehends so Kuch, such a rich
58
variety, in it a narrow bounds." It is amusing to read that hi
credited oart of his weariness of sight-seeing to the hotel life.
He comolained that at an linglish hotel it seemed to a travelloer
at! if everybody, iroi^i the landlord downward, were united to fleece
him since all attendants had to be fe^d separately by the guest,
the host paying them little or no wages. The living, too, he
59
declared, deserved but moderate praise.
Early in September, IBoi?, Hawthorne made his first visit
to London, which impressed him very favorably. He first went out
alone ana wandered aimlessly about so that he might lind himself
unexpectedly among things he had always read and dreamed about.
He was most interested in the London oi the writer^- of '^lueen
Anne's age. The Monument "charmed him prodigiously", and St.
fin
Paul's seemed to him "unsoeakably grand and noble'.' He liked
TDart icularly well to stroll about through the streets at night,
never getting enough of the bustle of London, which then seemed
57. VIII, 45.
58. VIII, 55-56
59. VIII, 60. cf. VIII, 21.
60. VIII, 91.
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61
wild and dreamy and filled him with a sort oi oleasant dread,
xhe {rroat city did not always apoeal to him in tho same way, how-
ever, Tor he onoe declared that it looked dull and dreary, and
6E
tiiat never was there an uerlier , dingier, and leps Dicturesque city.
The Jrystal ?alace, the Jritish Museum, and U'estminst er
Abbey were a xow or the wonders of London that Hawthjrne saw
durina: this first visit. The first he characterised as a f?:igantiG
toy for the ^inglish people to play v.'itli, although he admired it
greatly. He declared that tho design was very ambitious, - to
bring all ages ana all regions of the earth into the bounds of
this one building, - and yet he admi^.ted that it had been already
accomplished to a wonderful degree, 'i'he Alhambra was more
gorgeous, he said, than anything ae had ever before seen. In con-
clusion, he wrote: ''It takes dovm one's overweening opinion of
tne present to see how many kinds of beauty and magnificcence have
63heretofore existed." '^he British Museum impressed him as even
more wonderful than the jrystal Palace; or perhaps one should say
"opprossed" ra^thsr than'' impressed" . He complained that there was
BO much to see he could get nothing at all: it would take a life
time to exhaust the r3Sources of any one department of the science
literature, and art of the Museum. He was inclined to believe
that this T-^as merely a case of the world's accumulating too many
materials for knowledge and that much of the treasures so care-
64
fully hoarded was merely rubbish. During a later visit, he de-
clared that he felt ouite crushed in the Museum where he sav; so
61. VIII, 31.
6E. VIII, 559.
63. VIII, 136.
64. VIII, 142-145.
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much at once, - that he wandered i'rom hall to hall with a weary
65
and hoavy heart. Aft or many visits, hov/evor, he came to feel less
weighed down by the whole, and better able to enjoy individual
66
things which interested hira. xhere was, however, one great
treasure-house in London which gave him great and immediate
pldasure, - namely^ ..estminster Abbey. He declared that he could
never be weary oi it, and that when he finally had to leave -"Eng-
land it would be tne jf oot v. iiich he would feel mo;. t unwilling to
67
quit forever. xhe Poet's Jorner never seemed like a strange
63place to him, but was familiar from the I'irtt. He himself gave
a possible explanation of this feeling later when he told of
visiting the grave of xxobert uodsley in Durham Cathedral: "I love
to find the graves of men connected ith literature',' he wrote.
''I know not whether this is because I happen to be one of the
literary kindred, or because all men find taemselves akin and
on terms of intimacy with those v;hom they know or might have
kno-^n in books. I rather believe the latter is the case."^^
Perhaps the fact tjiat London ?:as blessed with some extra-
ordinarily beautiful weather during his first visit contributed
largely to :iis kindly feelings toward the great city . It was in
September, and the days Vvore bri,<'ht and sunny, the very perfection
of iinglish weather, which, he declared, was the best weather in
70
tne world- except perhaps lor some few days in an American October.
'jlhe precious iinglish sunshine seemed to him the most deligntful
71
sunshine ever made, but perhaps its rarity enhanced his appreci-
ation of it.
65. yjll, 207. 67. YIII, 160. 69. VIII, 512,
66. VIII, 583. 68. VIII, 153. 70. VIII, 98.
71. VIII, 5^7,

Soon after tho Lontion trin Mrs. Hawthorne and hor two
daughters Siiilod i.om 6outnampton to Lisbon on acoount oi hr;r
72health. During her absence Hawthorne was established at Mrs.
Blodgett's Doarding-house , which was frequented by Americans, sea
caotains lor the most purt . He found this exclusively American
society very agreeable, declaring that he knew of no other place
in England where a man wus made so conscious that he lived in a
73
progressive world, "My mind',' he wrote, "has been considerably
enlivened by intercourse with these people; there is no danger of
74
one's intellect becoming a standing oool in such society."
Hawthorne, however, could not be at peace without his. wife; and
at the Ohristmastide especially he missed her. December 25,
1354, he had written: "I have been happier this Christmas than
75
ever before, - by my own fireside and with ray v;ife and children."
December 25, 1855, found him in a very different state of mind.
"I have suffered woefully from low spirits for some time past",
he wrote, "and tnie has not been the case since I grew to be a
man, even in the least auspicious periods of my life. i-Iy desolate
bachelor condition, I suppose, is the cause. Really I have no
pleasure in a nytning. . . . I have laarned what the bitterness of
7 fi
exile is, in these d^ys."
I'he unhappiness due to this temporary separation was some-
what lessened by the kind eiiorts of Mr. Francis Bennoch, a man of
business, but interested in letters and art, who became Hawthorne'
72. VIII, 162. 75. VII, 549.
73. VIII, 123. • 76. VIII, 180. January 16, 1856.
74. VIII, 126.
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dearest English I'riana. The Consul raado a second extended visit
to London in tae spring oi" 18^6 , and it was at this time that his
intimaoy with Bannooh began. The ^nglit:hraan wa^ GoaL;tLintly de-
vising plans to make the time pass pleaeantly lor o e now Iriend
.
One of the places they went to see was Hampton Court, which
Hawthorne greatly admired. It seemed to him very wise that the
English government keot uo this noble palace and admitted the
people freely into it, thus rousing a feeling of orofound respect
77
for the state and institutions which it represented. Writing
later of this same t>alace he exclaimed with ooetic fanci fulness
:
"How beautifully the royal robe of a monarchy is embroidered^
Palaces, pictures, parksl They do enrich life; and kings and
aristocracies cannot keep these things to themselves; they merely
take care of them for ox.iers. Bennoch also showed Hawthorne
some of the curiosities of old London, as well as the great struc-
tures of a modern time. Among the old places they visited were
79the Barber-aurgeons ' Hall and Jripplegate, both of which appealed
strongly to tha writer's imagination. The Londoner entertained
the Consul at his own home as well as at various shov/ places of
the city. Bennoch' s home wat: a very pretty and comfortable one,
adorned with many works of art; and the man himself was an admir-
able host, so Hawthorne declares, warming his guests by the in-
80
fluence of his kindly lace and his hospitable demeanor. One of
the most delightful incidents in this London visit was an excur-
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sion with Bennoch to Aldershott Camp, Battle Abbey, and Hastings.
77. YIII, 198.
78. VIII, 363.
79. VIII, £00-1.
80. VIII, 203-4.
81. VIII, 208.
82. VIII, 221.
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It was during: this iuGmorablo London trio in the eoring;
of 18^6 that dawthorne mado his lirst visit to the National
Jallery. His attamots to see in the oictures all thut oth ;r
people reoorted that they saw are amusing. He was too honost to
pretend that he lilced anything v.-hich he really did not like, and
he lov^d nature too much and knew her too v;ell to caro immediately
for oictureF. Ae wrote aL"ter this first visit, that it was no use
for him to criticize pictures or to try to describe them. He
thought, however, that he might acquire a taste, with a little
attention to tho subject, for he already began to orefer some
84
oictures to oth?rs; he liked the Murillos best. This preference
for ilurillo was lasting; and a year later Hav^thorne daclared
that he had come to the conclusion that Liurillo's St. John, which
he wished ne mignt own, was the loveliest picture he had ever
85
seen. Having thus laade a beginning, he faithfully persisted
in his efforts to gain an appreciation of art, becoming a frequent
visitor of the Arts' Exnibition at Manchester where he spent the
summer of 18o7. After his tirst view of the pictures exhibited
at Manchester he wrote: "Nothing is more depressing to me than
the sight of a great many pictures together. It is like having
innumerable books open before you at once, and being able to read
8 6
only a sentence or t'vo in each," This constantly recurring
complaint at having to see so much at a time is what we should
expect from a man who was accustomed to look at things as closely
and as thoughtfully as Hawthorne did. After a time, however, he
was able to make certain distinctions between pictures. He found
84. VIII, 205.
85. VIII, 565
86. VIII, 521.
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hliiiSelf .•Jrradually aciuirln^?: a taste for the old masters,
especially the Outch painters who seemed to him "the rnost wond'^r-
ful set of men that ever handled a brush." tie marvelled at the
strange ability of these artisLs to represent the comirionest
household articlas with such accuracy that they seemed soiritual
88
and suggestive. This liking lor the Dutch painters oersisted
even among x^oman art, and so we lind Hawthorne avowing a singular
pleasure in tne elaoorate imitations of ^an Mieris, Jirard, Dow
and other Dutch wizards, who painted such brass pots that you
could see your lace in them, and such earthen oots that they
89
would surely hold water. Hawthorne's persistence was finally
rewarded b.v his realization that pictures had become quite differ-
ent things to him ti.an t'lev had been at his first visit to the
^hibition. He declared that it se amed to him as if there 'were
90
an illumination v;ithin them that made him see them more distinctly
x^e year of 1856 was oarticularly the year of sight seeing
for Hawthorne. In May, immediately after his trip to London,
91he went to Scotland where he visited Glasgow, Loch Lomond,
Stirling and .Edinburgh, returning to _;ngland by vay of Melrose
and Abbotsford. Abbotsford disaooointed him because it left no
simple and great impression on him. He concluded fron: the museum-
lil^e arrangements oi the house th£;t Scott was not really a wise
man, nor one that grasped the truth of life; but in spite of this,
he cherished the Scotch romancer
,
understanding his works the
9 2better for having seen his house. Very soon after the trip to
93
Scotland, Mrs. Hawthorne returned to England; and just after her
87. VIII, 5.31. 90. VIII, 643.
88. VIII, 534. 91. VIII, 246. Hawthorne left Liver-
89. X, 312. pool for Scotland May 2, and returnee
92. VIII. Ifey 10.
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return, the ikmily niude a tour lo Lincoln, BoBton, Nottingham,
Kewstead Aobey and iniattocK. xhough they saw only a little bit ot
England, the tour, riawthorne declared, was rich with variety and
94 95interest. A second trio to ^cotland in 1857, on which his wixe
and children accompanied nim, comoietes tne list ol Hawthorne's
sight-seeing excursions oi the p 3riod of the Consulate.
Hawthorne's social activities in England, and the people
whom he met, form another interesting and important chaoter in
the account of nis ..nglish experiences. In his native land he
only rarely consented to he a dinner ^uest, "but he frequently
attended both oublic and orivate dinners while in England. Such
remarks as these become quite usual: "I dined on V/ednesday at
Mr. Heywood's"; or ''Yesterday I was present at a dejeuner on
board the James Barnes." Among the more noteworthy of the orivate
dinners WiiS one which Bennoch gave for him at the Llilton Club in
London. The sixteen guests at this aiiair were most of them
authors, or people associated with the press, so that the r)arty
represented a great deal of the "woricing intellect" of the day.
96
This company he found very kind and agreeable. A similar event
9 7
which deserves mention is a breakfast at Mr. Monckton Milnes
,
who was noted as. a patron of letters. Among those whom he met at
this breakfast v;ere jilizabeth Barrett Browning, r.obert Browning,
and Ivlacaulay. "Mrs. Browning", he observes, ''is a small, delicate
7/oman, with ringlets of dark hair, a pleasant, intelligent and
sensitive face, and a low agreeable voice." He had no difficulty
93. VIII, 292, June 11, 1856.
94. VIII, 448.
95. VIII, 452, June 26-July 14.
96. VIII, 225-27, A^^ril 4, 1856.
97. VIII, 326-351, July 13, 1856.
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at all talking with her, for, as h.3 exolbiiriod , Bhe was of that
quickly appreciative and responsive order oi women witn whom
Hawthorne talked more freely than with any man, and she had beeid-^s
her own originality wherewith to help on conversation. Air.
Browning he characteriaed as "very simple and agreeable in manners
gently impulsive, talking as ii' his hoart were upoermost . "^^
Llacaulay, apparently, did not j.iake the same oersonal appeal to
the American as did the TDoets; nevertaeless , Hawthorne declared
that he was vary glad to have seen the essayist, - whom he de-
scribes as a man of large -nresence, with a face of remarkable
intelligence."'"'^^ Speaking of the company as a whole he wrote:
"I liked greatly the manners of all the people at this breakfast,
and it was doubtlest, owing to their being all people of high rank
or remarkable intellect, or both.""'"^^
These dinner parties, however, were not always agreeable
to a man of letters who particularly disliked being a social lion.
On one occasion he declared that he waS heartily w^eary of the
oblation of the many peopl3 who were interested in him merely as a
famous writer. He admitted that it was perhaps ungracious in
him not to be Rratifiedby their attentions, but confessed that it
102
bored him because he did not know what to do or say. At
another time he insisted that it was ill-mannered for Deople to
ask for an introduction unless they were prepared to make talk;
otherwise it threw too great an expense and trouble on the
l03
wretched lion.
98. VIII, 326-7. 102. YIII, 245.
99. VIII, 329. 103. VIII, 320.
100. VIII, 328-9.
101. VIII, 330.
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The celobrities whom he mat or suw in l-^ngland
,
howovor,
were not oonl'ined to tiiosa ancountored at tho dinnar table. Soon
alter he wont tj j^ngland, Mr. Siclcles broug.it Judge Douglas to
oall at the Consulate, dawthorne recognized in "the cnoeen man
of young America ' ti very able leader, with true '.Veetern sociab-
104ility and Hree fellowship. Douglas Jerrold he met at the Reform
wlub in London. He found Mr, Jerrold's conversation exceedingly
interesting, and his haart very warm and kindly, though hidden
105
under a thin crust of outward acerbity. Hawti'Orne did not
meet 'xennyson, but he counted himself very fortunate when he saw
the t)oet at the Arts' Exhibition in Iwanchester, and enthusiastic-
ally declared that he rejoiced more in lennyson than i.i all the
106
other wonders of the i-^xhibition.
Although Hawthorne was glad to meet these English oeoole
and thougn he lovingly termed their country "our old home", yet
he always felt like a stranger among them. Many of them chilled
and repelled him by their attitude of superiority and intolerance.
He was convinced that if an iinglishman knew and liked every
American as an individual, he would still despise and hate the
107
nation in aggregate. Even when he wrote: "There are some
Englishmen whom I like, - one or two lor v;hom I might say I have
an affection", he was constrained to add, "but still there is not
the same union between us as if their were Americans. A cold thin
medium intervenes betwixt our most intimate apnroacnes . "^'^^
We must bel ieve , however , that his intimate friendship with Mr.
Henry Bright oi Liverpool, a gentleman engaged in business but
104. /II, 464. 106. VIII, 531. 108. VIII, 178.
105. VIII, 230. 107. VIII, 288.
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gil'ted with a sympathetic mind, and hib relations with the
genial and kindly rrancis 3ennooh of London, to whom Lrs.
110
Hawthorne dedicated the Sn^lisn IJote-3ooke . were exc eot I oni: to
the rule. Of the latter friend ho wroto: "I like him inexpres-
ibly for his heart and for his intell9ct, and for his ilesh and
blood; and if he has faults, I do not Imow them, nor care to know
them, nor would I value him the less if I did know them. ""^'^^ It
would be hard to imagine a warmer confession of friendship than
this
.
It is gratifying to find, however, that Hawthorne's ad-
miration of the wonderful cathedrals of '.'ngland, his respect
for her gr^^t men of letters, and his close friendship with an
jinglishman made him love his native land no whit the I'lss. Tnere
are many incidental remarks scattered through the notes that bear
witness to his loyalty to America. After seeing the performances
of an American circus company, he declared in all seriousness
that he was naooy to oerceive thit the fact of its being an
112
American establishment aided to his pleasure. flis frank pride
in V,ashington and rran'ilin is another evidence of a Yankee heart.
He declared thet the Virginian was a man beside whom any English
113
nobleman he had seen would look like common clay; and that among
the letters of statesmen and warriors, treasured in tha British
Museum, he saw none so illustrious as those of "'ashington, nor
,
114
any more so tihan rranklin's.
These strongly American feelings did not, however, blind
Hawthorne to the faults of his compatriots. He admitted that th^^
lacked a deep and delicate refinement, but at the same time in -
109. XII, 528. 111. VIII, 285. 113. VIII, 119.
110. VII, 406. 112. VIII, 422. 114. VIII, 538.
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sisted that they were as cnoablo of th«-' t quality ae were other
people, imputine: their coarseness to the circumstances under
115
which they grew up and the peculiar activities of their minds.
At another time he wrote in thj same vein: "I begin to agree
oartly v.-ith the :nglish that we are not a people of elegant
mtmner, at all events, there is sometimes a bare, hard, meagre
sort of deportment, especially in our v^omen, that has not its
parallel elsevmere." It comiorted him, however, to think that
Americans came over to England especially to see sights which
would not be interesting except to people oi some education and
refinement. He perceived also that the advantage was clearly
with us in the case of self-made men. An Englishman, he declared
who had risen i:-! life by his own efforts would never be any more
a gentleman than when he be fan his career, while "an American
comes naturally to any distinctions to which success may bring
In spite of the many enjoyable experiences that his so-
journ in i.ngland had afforded him, it was with pleasure that
Hawthorne resigned his consular duties and prepared for the trip
to Italy. He had comr)lained long before, after a particularly
hard week, that his life as consul was weary and unprofitable.
"I am sick to death of my office",- he wrote at this time, "bruta!
captains and brutal sailors; continued complaints of mutual wrong
which have no power to right, and which, indeed, seems to have
no right on either side; calls of idleness and ceremony from ray
115. YIII, 125.
116. VIII, 547.
117. VIII, £42.
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travollirv? countrymon; calls Irom ba^^^ars, caeats, simpldtone
,
unfortunates. Ho vms rellaved of his consular duties in
October, ldb7, but he did not set out lor Italy until tho first
weelc in January oi 1858. I'he deference which he was sho'.vn at
the iVinister's when he called to arra^ige for his passport evoked
from him a cry of thanksgiving that he wis no longer a servant
120
ot the ouulic, but a sovereign.
118. VIII, 69.
119. VIII, 553.
120. VIII, 601. The last lines of the entry concern Bennoch's
fare-, ell visit
.
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Italian Period.
^
The Italian N^tes are leas personal and leas imagina-
tive than the American MiOtes , but much more so thun the English
.Tni.rnHl . This fact seems entirely natural when one considers
it in the light of Hawthorne's career. The American Note-3ooka
were written during an interval characterized by intense literary
effort, and consequently they are tinged by a strong ircagina-
tive coloring. The English Notes , on the contrary, are the
product of a period of practical business interests, and bear
the distinguishing marks of external influences. In Italy,
however, Hawthorne's greater leisure and the inspiration of
^the Ete'rnal City combined to bring back into his journals the
tons of the American period, though inevitably modified by the
occurrences of the intervening years.
On his journey to Rome, Hawthorne passed through France.
The country as he saw it from the car windows "seemed pretty
much to resemble the December aspect of his own dear native land,-
broad, bare, brown fields, with streaks of snow at the foot of
the ridges, and along fences or in the furrows of plowed soil".-^
The chill, raw weather was likewise a reminder of his "own
dear country".^ The old French town of Amiens, where the party
stopped en route for Paris, seemed to Hawthorne infinitely
cleaner and whiter than English towns; and the Cathedral,
standing in the midst of the cold, white city, had a high-
shouldered look to a spectator accustomed to the minl^sters of
England
.
^
1 - X, 11 . 3 - X, 11 .
;
2 - Ibid, 31
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Paris was a pleasant surprise with its stately edifices
prolonging themselves in unwearying magnifioence and beauty,
and ever and anon, a long vista of street with a column rising
at the end of it. "I never knew what a palace was," he exclaimed^
"till I had a glimpse of the Louvre and the Tuilleries; never had
my idea of a city been gratified till I trod those stately
streets".^ Likewise the Madeleine seemed to him most beautiful
of churches. The life of Paris he found infinitely more
that
/ 5picturesque than of London; but he did not like the people
at all.*^ After some trouble with French railway officials
over a missing piece of baggage, he half-humorously analyzed
the French character thus: "They love a certain system and
external correctness, but do not trouble themselves to be deep-
ly in the right. ""^
Marseilles, the port from which they sailed for Italy,
Hawthorne remembered particularly for the volubility of the
people. He declared that he had never heard from human lips
8
anjjthing like the bustle and babble of this French sea port.
This characteristic of the Latin peoples impressed itself upon
him again in Italy. He declared that one heard more words
in Incisa in a single day than would be spoken in a New Eng-
land village in a whole year.^ He concluded, nevertheless,
that an American crowd had more life than any other, and that
4 - X, 18. Q
_ X, 49-
5 - X, 18. § . X, 357.
6 - X, 19.
7 - X, 43.
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it would laugh, talk, and be dlveraified with a thousand
charaoterlatic gleams and shadows which were entirely missing
among the voluble southern races.
The trip from Marseilles to Rome was very pleasant,
expecially the visit to Genoa, where the steamer stopped for a
few hours. The churches, especially the Cathedral of San Lorenzo,
seemed preftminently magnificent; Genoa, in short, he concluded
well deserved its name of the Superb. "^"^ The carriage trip from
the sea-coast to Rome, hovfever, was very disagreeable. Hav;-
thorne arrived at Rome, about midnight in a wintry rain, and was
unable to find a good hotel. Consequently his earliest opin-
ions of Rome were very unfavorable. His own account of his
first acquaintance with the Eternal City is delightful in its
frank dissatisfaction. He complains thus:" We have been in
Rome a fortnight today, and I have seldom or never spent so
wretched a time anywhere. Our first impressions," he admits,
"were very unfortunate, arriving at midnight half frozen in the
wintry rain, and being received into a cold and cheerless hotel,
where we shivered during two or three days, meanwhile seeking
lodgings among the sunless, dreary alleys which are called
street in Rome". He laments that his wits were so congealed
and his fingers so numb that he could not keep a minute journal
of his feelings and impressions, declaring that he would have
shown modern Rome in an aspect in which it had never before been
10 - X, 338.
11 - X, 51-53.
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depicted. ^2 Fortunately, time and warmer weather gradually
roused in him kindlier feelings for the Eternal City; so that
four months later, just before he left for Florence, he wrote:
"I begin to find that I have a strange affection for Rome - - -
It is very singular, the sad embrace with which Rome takes
possession of the soul. It may be because the intellect finds
a home there, more than any other spot in the world,"
The places of most interest to Hawthorne in Rome were
the cathedrals, the ruins, and the art galleries; and it was
undoubtedly his great admiration for these wonders that Iprought
him to feel the "strange affection for Rome" to which he con-
fessed in the quotation just cited. St. Peter's, of course,
comes first among the churches. It continued to grow upon
him in magnitude and beauty, •'^ always impressing him more and
more with a sense of breadth and loftiness, of visionary
15
splendor and magnificence. The appeal of the little church
of St. Andrea was rather different, but ^ust as real. He
said of it that it had a more perfect and gem-like beauty than
any other, and expressed a ludicrous., wish to pack it in a
large box and send it home.-^° The beauty of the Roman churches
did|nct, however, blind him to the wonder of other Italian
cathedrals. The Cathedral of Arezzo he praised as "very stately
with its great arches, and darkly magnificent with the dim,
rich light coming through its painted windows, some of which
12 - X, 56-58. Feb. 3, 1858. 15 - X 480
13 - X, 321. May 24, 1858. 15 - x! 92 .
*
14 - X, 88
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are reckoned the most beautiful that the world has to show."
Hawthorne alwr.ya had an especial admiration for painted glass,
and after viewing the beautiful Florentine Cathedral he decl-ared
that it was a pity anybody should die without seeing an antique
painted window with the bright Italian sunshine glowing through
it. 13
The old Roman ruins impressed Hawthorne particularly
by their antiquity. He expressed great satisfaction that he
had seen the castles and cathedrals of England before he visited
Rome, - otherwise he feared he would never have felt that de-
lightful reverence for their gray and ivy-hung antiquity after
19
seeing the so much older Roman remains. These massive ruins,
however, sometimes seemed to him singularly lacking in beauty,
and no more picturesque than an old brick cellar, except for
size and associations.^^ The Appian Way, with the Palace of
the Caesars, the Baths of Caracalla, the tomb of Cecilia Met-
ella, and the Columbaria, was a favorite route with Ua,'fi^hoxne .'^^
He was thoroughly convinced that the Romans themselves were
singularly unt^ppreciative of their opportunities, and he com-
plained that they did their best to ruin the ruins by taking
away the marcle and hewn stone for their own uses.^^ He was
particularly disgusted with the Roman indifference after the
excavation of a beautiful Venus in a vineyard ;just outside of
17 - X, 36L 20 - X, 103.
18 - X, 373. 21 - X, 84, 103, 113, 113-115.
IS - X, Sa 23 - X, 103.
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Roma showed clearly what might be done. "The whole world," he
exclaimed, "might be peopled with antique beauty if the Romans
would only dig. "23
To recount the number of picture-galleries which Haw-
thorne visited, and to tell which pictures jjleased him most
would lake far too long. It is enough to say that almost every
entry mentions a visit to some famous gallery, - the Barberini
Palace, the Palazzo Borghese or the Vatican. The enthusiasm for
Roman art which is so noticeable in The Marble Faun was not
simulated for the occasion; it is a true representation of an
appreciation of art gained by hours of patient thouf^^htful study
at great Italian galleries. Of particular pictures, Guide's
Aurora pleased him greatly. It seemed as fresh and brilliant,
he declared, as if (the artist) had painted it with the morning
sunshine v/hich it represented .'^^
In referring to this picture Hawthorne used one of
those beautiful expressions which give literary charm to the
Note-BoiAs. "Bright things", he wrote, "leave a sheen and
glimmer in the mind".^^ "^'^^ Murillog Of the Vatican were as
satisfying to him as those he had seen in England. "I could
have spent the day happily looking at anyone of them," he
once declared. But perhaps no other picture wen him so com-
pletely as Guide's Beatrice Cenci, which seemed to him the most
profoundly wrought picture in the world. Its indefinable
33 - X, 503.
34 - X, 91.
35 - X. 91.
36 - X, 177.
37 - X, 89.
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mystery was as fascinating to him on hia farewell visit aa it
had basn the first time he sav/ the picture,'^® The deep in-
fluence which Guide's Beatrice made upon him is partly evi-
denced in The Marble Faun , both in direct references and in
the tragic figure of Miriam.
May 34, 1858, Hawthorne left Rome to escape the dangers
of the climate, travelling to Florence by -w ttura .'^^ The
road led through m:iny beautiful tracts of .country, and past
many picturesque and interesting towns, c.mong them Terni, Fol-
igno, Perugia, Pissignano and Arezzo. In each tovm the party
delayed long enough to see the various show places, such as
the great Franciscan convent of Assisi,*^^ the churches of Per-
ugia with their pictures by Fra Angelico, and the great
33
cathedral and Petrarch's birth-place in Arezzo. The well
opposite Petrarch's house,— the well of Boccaccio's stories,
-
reminded him of the old town pump in Salem, and led him to
wonder v.'hether his tovmspeople would ever point it out to stran-
gers. After reaching Florence he wrote: "This journey from
Rome has been one of the br ight ast3;and most uncareful interludes
of my life. 7/e have all enjoyed it exceedingly, and I am
happy that our children have it to look back upon."^"^
With the assistance of the American sculptor Powers,
who had long made Italy his home, Hawthorne extablished his
family very pleasently in the Casa del Bello, where he had "an
33 - X, 504.
39 - X, 319.
30 - X, 343.
31 - X, 350'
33 - X, 331.
33 - X, 360-
34 - X, 373.
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Immanse suite of rooraa, spaoious, lofty, abundantly furnished
with arm-chairs, sofas, marble tables and great looking-glasses"
.
Here he felt that he could be perfectly comfortable himself, and
make his family so, for just one summer. To him was assigned
the pleasantest room for his study, where he might sit "dreaming
of a story". But he planned to do several other things besides
dream. He explains that "every day I shall write a little, per-
haps,- and probably take a brief nap somewhere between breakfast
and tea,- but go to see pictures and statues occasionally, and
30 assuage and mollify myself a little after the uncongenial
life of the Consulate, and before going back to .my own hard and
dusty England. ""^5
The art galleries of the Pitti and Uffizzi palaces and
the Academy of Arts were perhaps Ha?/thorne*s favorite resorts
in Florence, although he was not less interested in the Floren-
tine churches than he had been in those of Rome. Raphael's
Madonna della Seggiola, which he declared was the most beautiful
picture in the world, and the Venus di Medici, received an
especially large measure of attention. The charm of the Venus
was at first thoroughly satisfying, but it did not continue
to be so. After one disappointing visit he wrote: "The Venus
seemed to me today little more than any other piece of yelljw-
38ish white marble." Although for the most part Hawthorne took
35 - X 375-5 37 - X, 391
35 - X, 300; 374 33 - X, 399
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Italian art very seriously, he indulges occasionb-lly In a quiet
but very keen humoa? which lights up and relieves the radtter-(kf-
fact description of sights and record of events. An
example of thie- is his amusing criticism of Carlo Dolce 's
picture, the Eternal Father. This portrait, Hawthorne declares,
is "a miracle and masterpiece of absurdity. It is the All-
powerless, a fair-haired, soft, consu^tive deity, with a mouth
that has fallen open through very weakness. He holds one hand
on his stomach, as if the wickedness and ^yvretchedness of man-
kind had made him qualmish. . . . Heaven forgive me," he cried
at the end "for such thoughts as this oicture has suggested . ""^^
Nearly as much space in the Notes of the Florence
period ia devoted to conversations with Mr. Powers as to the art
galleries. Hawthorne declared that he had hardly ever before
felt such an impjllA^se to write down a man's conver^tion as that
of Power 3,^^- "the man and his talk are fresh, original and
full of muscle," he explained; "I enjoy him much."'^-^ It is a
favorable comment on the quality of Hawthorne's intellectual
activity that while he thought Powers was an instructive man
who could sweep one's empty and dead notions out of the way
with exceeding vigor, he nevertheless felt inclined always to
think and see a little farther for himself .'^^ The conversations
recorded are very amusing as well as illuminating, and cover a
wide range of topics, from fried acacia blossoms and Italian
39 - X 359-70.
40 - X 335.
41 - X, 309.
43 - X, 335.
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servants to sculpture and philosophy .'^'^
The Brovifnings ,who ware living in Florence at the Caaa
Guidl at this time, treated Hawthorne in a very friendly way.
Mr. Browning called two or three days after the American writer's
arrival in Florence, and the next evening entertained him.
Mrs. Browning and Pennini, her little son^ seemed to the imagin-
ative American to be of the elfin race, rather than earthly.
Browning himself he found a delightfully entertaining host, very
skillful in keeping up conversation w ith asverybody .^"^
Hawthorne spent the first weeks at Florence in sight-
seeing and visiting with his friends. After a fortnight, however,
he remarked that the atmosphere caused a sort of alacrity in
his mind, but that the sense of being unsettled kept him idle.
"I need monotony," he explained, "an eventless, exterior life,
before I can live in the world within. ""^^ By July 37, he had
settled down and was hard at work on The Marble Faun . At this
time he wrote: "I seldom go out nowadays, having already sssn
Florence tolerably well, and the streets, being hot, and myself
having been engaged in sketching out a romance. It leaves me
but little heart for journalizing and describing new things. "'^'^
He declared, incidentalljr, that six months of monotony would
be more valuable to him just then than the most brilliant suc-
cession of novelties. It was partly for the s^ of greater
seclusion, partly to avoid the heat, that the Hawthornes left
the Caso del Bello on August 3 (1858) and moved out to the sub-
urban Villa Montauto or Monte Beni, which he used largely in
44
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his romance.
Hawthorne found the vll ^a a. moat dallghtful summer
residence and particularly enjoyed the tower, from which he looked
over a landscape that lacked only water to be a very fine one.
He also took pleasure in exploring the many rooms of the great
house, which he characterized as of bewilderir^ extent, so that
when one went in quest of any particular point he was likely
48
to fetch up at some otner. Here Hawthorne continued to work
on his romance until September , when he finished with it for
the time, and turned again to revisiting the galleries and see-
ing what remained to be seen in Florence. '^^
Not only did Hawthorne revisit the art salleries and
churches of Florence, but ha found time to consider and discuss
the matter of spiritualism in which Powers, and Mrs. Hawthorne
too, firmly believed. He himself could not feel that there was
any other ^that purely materialistic truth in the communications
and manifestations which were reported. His opinion on this
question is an excellent example of his practical comraonsense;
and his astonishment at the "pigheadedness" of the metaphysi-
cians and physiologists who would not investigate does him credit,"
October 3, 1858, Hawthorne left Florence and returned
to Rome by a different route from that by which he had come.
On the Wc:.y back to Rome he lingered at Siena about eleven days.
The Cathedral, which he visited daily, sesmed to him a religion
47 - To what extent this villa figures in the romance will be
considered in later chapter concerning the relation of -the Notes
and stories. 48 - X, 377^83'
49 - X, 391^93. 50 - X, 393-96. Ibid 411-14.
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in itself, - aomathlujj; worth dying for to those who had an
hereditary interest in it. He likewise took great delight in
the Institute of Fins Arts at Siena. When he finally readied
Rome, October 17, he wrote: "I had a quiet, gentle, comfortable
pleasure, as if, after many wanderings, I was drawing near Rome,
for now that I have known it once, Rome certainly does draw it-
self into my heart. "^^^ He and his family were soon settled in
"the snuggest little set of apartments in Rome",^*^ but their
peace was of short duration; for with the coming of the chilly
54gray November Una took the Roman fever and nearly died. During
the four months of her illness Hawthorne did not keep a journal.
With the end of Februtjry (1859) came the Carnival.
Hawthorne had enjoyed the Carnival 'jut little the year before,
though he had realized that it offered material for quite a
brilliant sketch; 56 but this second carnival, coming when he
was in a happy mood at Una's recovery, afforded him much amuse-
ment. He even admitted that he could have bandied confetti
and nosegays as readily and riotously as any urchin in the streets
and declared that there could be no more picturesque spectacle
in human, life than that which the Corso presented in the gala
57
season.
Another very pleasant phase of the last few weeks in
Rome was the presence of Ex-president Pierce, who had always
been one of Hawthorne's dearest friends. Referring to Pierce,
51 - X, i39>-445,. 453. 55 _ x, 486.
52 - X, 478. 56 . xl 80.
54 - x! 57 - X, 488-
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he wrote in quiet Joy: "I have found in him, here in Rome, the
whole of my early friend, and even better than I used to know
him; a heart aa true and affectionate, a mind much deepened
and widened by his experience of life. We hold just the same
relation to each other aa of yore, and we have pBissed all the
turning off places, and may hope to go on together still the
58
sajne dear friends as long as we live."
May 26, 1859, Hawthorne left Rome, which seemed to
him to look more beautiful than ever before, but which he had
no wish even to see agiin, even though he felt strangely drawn
to "this city of the soui".^^ The journey to England was made
by way of Marseilles, Avignon and Geneva, partly for the sake
of Una and partly for the Swiss scenery. Hawthorne declared
that he had never beheld any scene so exquisite as Lake Geneva
presented, and thcit he desired nothing of Heaven but that he
might worthily enjoy its beauty.^^ When he started to England,
he had intended to sail at once from Liverpool to America; and
the thought of returning to his native land made his heart thrill
half pleasantly, half fearfully. He dreaded that the home from
which he had been absent six years might turn out not to be
home any longer; and he could hardly bear to say farewell to
61
England. Instead, however, of following hie original plan,
he remained another year in England, chiefly to finish The
Marble Faun . During this period he lived first at Redcar,
58 - X, 504
5S - X, 506
60 - X, 536.
61 - X, 550.
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a sea-aide town in Yorkshire, and later at Leamington, near
Warwick, where he completed the romance in March, 1860.
During his stay at Redcar he kept no note-books at all, nor did
he ever keep a full journal thereafter. He himself once ex-
plained the situation thus: "I would gladly journalize some
of ray proceedings, and describe things and people; but I find
the same coldness and stiffness in my pen as always since our
o 3
return to England." The last few weeks in London were filled
with social engagements which, so he wrote in a letter, did
him a wonderful deal of good though he admits, if he had his
choice he should leave them undone. ^'^ This quoted letter closes
the European Journal: and Hawthorne did every little journali-
zing afterwards, being occupied with a new romance and also much
disturbed by the war. The last entry of the yote-BOoks (Aug.
15, 1863)°^ is taken from notes he kept during a trip to Maine.
It is a slight indication of the deep concern he felt in the
troublous state of affairs which he was not to live to see
settled.
63 - X, 551. Editor's Note.
33 - X, 553.
34 - X, 561.
65 - X, 561
.
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Motes and Stories .
xhe Hot e-Books reveal a great iiiany interest iii;^; iacts con-
oerning th-^ source oi the material from which wer3 ovulved the
tales and romances offered to the public. This information may
be classified by a three-fold division, concerning fl) the gloomy
and fantastic predominant tone of the suggestions; (2) the hints
from waich grew stories; and (3) notes of actual olaces or events,
used mainly as background.
The tone of the su.-?gestions is such as one might exoect
from the tales. There is the same weird , shadowy world peopled
mainly by shapes of s in and misery, allegorical and yet morbidly
impressive. A few quotations will best show the character of
these hints. The hopeless fatalism which characterizes The Scar -
let Letter and The House of the Seven Jables is well illustrated
in th:3 following: "A story to show how we are all wronged and
1
wronger s and avenge one another"; and again, "A company of men,
none of whom have anything worth hoping for on earth, yet who do
S
not look forward to anything beyona earth." ^uite as depressing
as this tinge of fatalism is the fact that the orogression of the
story is almost always to involve a change to worse, never to
better; for example: "A change from a gay young girl to an old
woman; thi melancholy events, the effects of which have clustered
around her character and gradually imbued it with their influences
till she becomes a lover of sick-caamber s , taking pleasure in
receiving dying breaths and in laying out the dead"; or, "A well
1. IX, 107. 2. IX, 107. 3. IX, 21.
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ooneerted train of events to bo thrown into oonfusion by some
misplaced c iroumstance
,
unsuepeotod till the catastrophe, yet
exertin,^ its inlluonce from beginning to end."^ Such a hint as
this last shows the artistic working: for an effective climax, for
sorr.e fearful and startli i-? culmination of events. ^5qually dis-
tressing, thoU;-?h in a quieter v.ay, is the solution in this sugges-
tion: "Two oersons mi.rnt b3 bitter enemies through life, and
mutually cause tne ruin of one another, and of all that were dear
to them," and then to make the situation the more to be regretted,
"they might discover that tne supposed ground of the quarrel was
5
altogetiier a mistaice, and then be woefully reconciled." The
mysteries of the suggested stories are always "dreadful"; for
example, "A dreadlul secret to be communicated to several people
of various characters, - grave or gay, and they all to become
insane, ajcording to their characters, by the influence of the
6
secret"; and txiis: "A series of strange, mysterious and dread-
ful events to occur, wholly destructive to a person's haooiness.
He to impute them to various oersons and causes, but ultimately
to find that he himself is the sole agent. Moral, our welfare
7depends on ourselves."
The last sentence of the preceding quotation is a plain
statement of what is implied in nearly all the tales, that theyare
allegorical and purposive, not merely narrative and artistic.
Another example of the statement of the purpose of a tale is this:
"A person while awake ... to think highly of another and place
perfect confidence in him, but to be troubled with dreams in which
this seeming friend appears to act the part of a most deadly ene-
4. IX, 21.
5. IX, 23. 6. IX, llJ. 7. IX, 124.
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my. .-inally it is dlBcovored th t th'3 dre-im character is the true
one. The explanation would be -- tha soul's instinctive percep-
tion." Sometimes, on the other hand, Hawthorno jotted down only
tne theme or thesis, with little or no su-^gestion as to how it
was to be worked out; for example: "A sketch illus tret in^? the
imperiect compensations which time makes for its devastations on
a person honors ior infirmities, wealth for a broken constitu-
tion or "Selfisnness is one oi the qualities apt to inspire
10
love. This might be tnought out at great lentTth".
Tne fatalistic doctrine of the inevitableness of sin and
man's helplessness to resist its effects is often reoresented in
the l^otes as well £S in th>? romances and stories, thas: "A man to
flatter himself with tne idea that he would not be guilty of some
certain wickedness ... and yet to find, ultimately, that he was at
that very time committi:ag the same wickedness. ""^"^ This impulse
to oicture T3eoDle helpless in the grin of riov.'erful influences,
which expressed itself so complately in Miriam is likewise clearly
indicated in the Notes, this: "Situation of a man in the midst
of a crowd, yet is entirely in the power of another as if they two
12
were in the deepest solitude." In spite of the emphasis laid on
the DOwer of sin and man's helplessness before it, th t is never
offered is an excuse lor the wrong-doer. On his own head must
recoil the effects of his evil doeds. This is clear from the fol-
lowing examples: "A young man to win the love of a girl, without
any serious intentions, and to find in that love, which might have
been the greatest blessing of his life, he had conjured up a spirit
8. IX, 207.
9. IX, 54.
10. IX, 212. 12. IX, 113
11. IX, 38.
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of misohiei wtiioh pursued him tnroughouL nit career"; and aB a
oorapanion picture, 'A virtuous but ^iddy Tirl to attempt to olay a
trick on a man. He sees wnat she is about, and contrives so that
14
sne is ruined all in jest."
£ven in tiese dark sug.^estions .ve often find graces of
phrase and artistic effect which foreshadow the more finished beau-
ty of the talas and sketches; for example, 'Things meant in jest...
to become dreadful earnest, - gaily dressed fantasies turning to
ghostly and black-clad images of themselves" , ^"^and "'a lament for
16life's wasted sunshine" are notable for happy wording, while such
a hint as this bears equally the stamp of the artist: "The scene
of a story or sketch is laid within the lignt of a street-lantern;
the time, when the lamp is near ^oing out; and the catastrophe
17to be simultaneous with the last flickering gleams." In spite of
ttie inevitable gloom of these suggestions, their artistic beauty
is obvious.
Some of the hints for children's stories are marked by the
same moralistic "tone as are those lor older readers, for examole;
"I'o describe a boyish comoat with snowoalls, and the victorious
leader to have a statue of snow erected to him; a satire of ambi-
l8
tion and fame... It might be a child's story," or, "Gnomes or
other mischievio .;s little fiends, to be represented as burrowing in
the hollow teeth of some person who hsd subjected themselves to
19their power. It should be a child's story." Not all of the hints
for children's stories, ho;vev^r, have this serious undercurrent, icr
example: "A "oretty riddle or fable might be made out of the chan^ei
13. IX. 25. 15. IX, 21. 17. IX, 22. 19. IX, 106.
14. IX, 110. 16. IX, 34. 18. IX, 42.
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in aooaral oi the iumiliar trees around tho house adanted for
£0
children"; and also this, ''ij'or a child's story, - th'3 voyage of a
littlo boat made oI a chin, with a birch-bark sail down a rivBr.''^"^
There is also a briei' sug>restion in tho Notes uhich has an imoor-
tance far beyond its length when we remember the "/onder Book and
Tan^Tlewood L'ales
,
- I rafer to this: ''Pandora's box for a child's
22
story," from this as a beginning apoarently grew the volumos of
old Jreek myths retold for children.
It is v.?ry interesting to observe how some of these sugges-
tions were worked out. ''The Jre£.t Stone .-ace' lirst presented it-
self to Hawthorne in this guise. "Tne semblance of a human face
to be formed on the side of a mountain, or in the fracture of a
small stone, uy a lusus naturae. The ifc.ce is an object of curios-
ity for years or centuries, and by and by
-d. boy is born, wnose
features gradually assume the aspect of taat portrait. At some
critical juncture, the resemblance is found to be perfect. A
23prophecy may be connected." Hov: beautifully this supnorting
frame-work is dressed up in th? storyl There the ireat Stone race
is a vital force, an ennobling influence, not a curiosity formed by
a freak of nature; and there t he "boy"bec omes ^^rnest, the serious,
quiet lad who grew to resemble the noble iace he so much admired,
but who, in his humility, passed unnoticed until the coming of the
poet
.
Again, Mosses from an Old Llanse offers a particularly rich
field for studying the use of these suggestions. In the American
Notes we find under the entry of January 4, 1839, a sentence copied
20. IX, 97.
21. IX, 405.
22. IX, 207.
23. IX, 210.
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from Sir Thomas Browne, "A story thoro passeth of an Indian Xing
tliat sent unto Alexand-^r a fair woman fed with loonite and other
poisons, with this intent oomplexio nally to destroy him."'^'^ From
this hint grew Kappacoini's "Dau^nter , the tale of Beatrice, the
dau^^hter ol an Italian scientist who had raised the ;-?irl amonp-
poisonous plants for experimental reasons. This girl, who was as
beautiful and as deadly as the njagnificent flowers whicn she tend-
ed, loved and was beloved oy a youth Giovanni. A friend of the
young man warned him against Beatrice in these words: "I have been
reading an old classic author I who tells j the story of an Indian
prince tnat sent a beautiful woman as a present to Alexander the
C^reat. She was as lovely as tna dawn.. but she had been nourished
with poisons from her birth upward till she herself had becorae the
deadliest '^oison in existence." The ending of the story, which is
in no way suggested by the hint, is characteristically Hawthornes-
que. That the real sin was Giovanni's revulsion from Beatrice,
though his revulsion was inevitable, is a t^roical example of that
unha^Dpy fatalism which was noted earlier in connection with the
hints in general.
Another of Hawthorne's best known stories, The Birthmark
,
is suggested in several notes. Under the heading of October, 1857,
we find the following hint: "A person to be in possession of
something as perfect as mortal man has a right to demand; he tries
85
to make it better and ruins it entirely"; and later (1840), this:
"A person to be tne death oi his beloved in trying to raise her to
more tnan mortal perfection; yet this should oe a comfort to him
24. IX, 109.
25. IX, 106.
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ior havii]^ ulmed so highly and so holily."*^^ The latter 8u^?ge8tion
with its greater det initeness
,
migat have grO'"n out ol the earMer
idea. The story is that a scientist, Aylmer, married a v;oiJian whose
beauty Vr'ould nave been perfect but for a birthmark, the orint of a
tiny hand on one cheek. This dofect, which to others had seomed to
add to her charm, was to Aylmer intolerable; and he did not rest
until he had removed it. His wife died immediately, however, thus
proving the unwisdom of demanding heavenly perfection on earth,
which is a different conclusion from the one suggested in the note.
Not only tales like Rappaccin i's Daughter and The Birthmark
but sketches as well are suggistod in the Not e^Books . The
Procession of Life , from the Mosses works out the new classifica-
tion of society according to sorrows, maladies and sins, as given
27
earlier in the Not es . Two other sketches from the Mosses
,
Monsieur du Iviiroir and Ivirs. Bullfrog ,whicii are to be numbered
among Hawthorne's few tales of humor, are likewise foreshadowed by
juttings in the American Notes. "To make one's reflection in a
E8
mirror the subject of a story" suggests the first, and "To repre-
sent the process by woich truth gradually strips off all the beau-
tiful draperies with which the imagination had envelooed a beloved
29
object," summarizes the second of these sketcnes. Incidentally,
Hawthorne's own criticism of these two works is illuminating: "I
do not very well recollect Monsieur du Iviiroir',' he declares, "but
as to Mrs. Bullfrog, I give her uo to the severest reprehension.
The storj'- was written as a mere experiment in that style; it did
26. IX, 210.
27. IX, 34.
28. IX, 26.
29. IX, 22.
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30
not como from any deoth within rae." Amonf^ many other BtorlQE
su'^p-ept «rl In the Notes av^. those: "!-]gotisin, or the 3osom Serpent"
from a hint co'ic erning a snake nourished within a man's bosom,
tormenting him horribly to reoresent envy or some other evil pas-
31
sion; "The Nev Adam and lilve", suggested nearly as it was v,ork:e
3E
out; and 'The Christmas Banquet" which ie foreshadowed in a
33thanksgiving dinner in the Notes.
The hint from which "Featnert or> : A koralii^ed Legend" grew
is more m ;agre, more indefinite, than any mentioned heretofore.
The note is merely this: "To make a story out of a scarecrow,
34
giving it odd attributes." Yet the scarecrow which Llother
RigbyahdDickon made, witn its breath of life and its beginnings of
a soul, is a very definite and attractive figure. It is perhaps
not beside the r)oint to note in this connection that Percy MacZaye,
in his play The Scarecrow , has very cleverly dramatized this story
and that he has used th ? same "odd attributes" for his Havensbane
35
that Hawthorne had given to leather top
.
Among these many suggestions for stories, there is the
following significant bit of material v/hich Hawthorne himself,
though he plainly realized its literarj^ value, did not use;
"H. L. G heard from a French Canadian a story of a young couple
in Acadie. On their marriage day, all the men of the province wer
summoned to assemble in the church to hear a proclamation. Vvlien
assembled, they were all seized and shipped off to be distributed
throughout New England, - among them the bridegroom, dis bride
set off in search oi him.... and at last, when she was old, she
30. IX, 239. 34. IX, 211.
31. IX, 34. 3o. Dickinson, Chief Contemporary
32. IX, 32. Dramatists
.
33. IX, 32.
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found him on his death-bed." A little while after hearing
this story, Hawthorne and H. C. Conolly, who had told it to the
writer, dined with Longfellow and repeated It to him. He was
touched by the incident and, wi i.h Hawthorne 'b consent, proceeded
to use it in "Evangeline". Another Amerioan ooet, Whittier, had
also thougnt of writing on the expulsion of the Acadians; but
after the appearance of "Svangeli ae " he declared that ho was glad
he had delayed. "Longfellow", he said, "was just the one to
37
write it."
In concluding this consideration of the develoDment of
hints, I wish to mention two which suggest, though only faintly,
certain novels. "A man living a vlcked life in one olace and
38
simultaneously a virtuous and religious one in another, ' reminds
me of Stevenson's 13)r. Jekyll and Llr« Hyde ; yet the idea is not so
strange but that it might have originated .vith the -English writer.
Poe had treated the same idea in 'Tilliam '.Vilson . As for the
second hint, I wonder whether ?,'e have in the following descrip-
tion an early sketch of Arthur Pimmesdale: ".iach circumstance of
the career of an apparently successful man to be a oenance and
39
torture to him on account of some fundamental error in early lifeV
The temptation to linger over the hints which jrrew into
tales is great; but tnere remains another important relation of
the jjotes and the stories to be considered, namely, the use, in
the published works, oi purely descriptive and observational mater
ial tatcen froL: the journals. Mosses from an Old Lanse aflords
excellent examples of this practice. ihe first sketch of the
volume, from which the book ta^ces its name, is a good cise in
36. ' IX, 208.
37. Page's Chief American Poets
, p. 121, foot-noto 2.
58. IX, 107. 39. IX. POA,
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noint. In thiy sketch Hawthorne doclaree that when ho p^luncod
baclc over what ae nad writen, it seomea ;jut Ih". ecattored
reminiscenoes ol a single year; and anyone who had read oi the
first year in the Old Manse as it is described in the Ajnerican
Hote-Books (which, we must remember, the \vriter never intended us
to do), could not fail to agree. The slug9:ish stream, the yellow
and white water-lilies, the orchard, the garden, the summer rains,
40
the tenderness of autumn, -- all these things that xve read about
in "'The Old Manse" we might first have read of in the Hot es. To
be sure, in the one case v;e have a connected, unified sketch while
in the otnir the account is given dis jointedly
,
day by day; yet
tne facts, even the thoughts tiat the situation called utd, were
the same
.
"Buds end Bird Voices", another sketch in Llosses from an
Old kanse, is likewise composed of material taken almost directly
from the ^jpt e-Books . The introduction and the ending with its
spiritual apnlication alone are new. -^ven the phraseology, in mar^
instances, is unchanged, a fact which indicates with degree of
literary skill dawthorne kept tnese journals. Such a statement as
tne follovang,v.nich is exactly reproduced in 'Buds and Bird Voiced
is undeniably finished: "The present Spring comes onward with
fleeter footsteps because V/inter lingered so unconsciously long
tnat with her best diligence she can hardly retrieve half the
41
allotted oeri.od of her reign." Certain observations, however,
that occur in the notes are for artistic reasons omitted from the
sketch, i or example, iav^thorne's practical comnlaint in his
40. IX, 286-333. 41. IX, 345.

Journal that the rubbish which >Vinter leuvee bohirid oausee a
great deal of labor is not rooeated in "Buds and -ird /oices".
Instead, tnere is a ohilosophioal conclusion that the dead leaves
and .-trasses, in their return to soil, merely symbolize immortality
The essay on 'Fire orship'' oilers a unique example of how
a very simple ^V;^nt ol daily life could suggest a thorou;;:hly
delightful sketch. Hawthorne had declared, when three stoves had
to be put up in the Old Manse in the lall, that "'Stoves are detest-
able except that they kee.-^ us oerfectly comfortable"' ,'^^and with
this feeling as nis thesis, he wrote ''J'ire Worship",
Wot only the tales and sketches, bat the romances as well
are indeoted to the li o t e
s
; tnis is particularly true of vhe
Blithedale Romance and the Marble Faun . The best introduction,
perhaps, to a comparative study of the I'iotes and the novels, is:
Hawthorne's own explanation, given in ths PKface to The Blithedale
Romance
.
He there states that "the author does not vrish to
deny that he had (the Brook i?arra community] in mind, and that...
ne has occasionally availed himself of his actual reminiscenses
,
in the hope of s:iving a more life-like tint to the fancy-sketch
in the following pages... This atmosphere (so like the raal world
that in a suitable remoteness, one cannot well tell the differ-
ence, but with an atmosiDhere of strange enchantment) is v-hat the
American romancer needs. In its absence, the beings of imaginatioi
are comDelled to show themselves in the same catagory as actually
living mortals; a necessity that generally renders the Daint and
pasteboard of their coraoosition but too painfully discernible.
42. li, 348 43. IX, 328

'ith the idea of oartially ohviatin;? this difiiculty, the author
has ventured to make Ires with nis old and affectionately
remombered home at Srook Farm, as 'lein^ oertainly the most roman-
tiG eoisocie in his own lirG...and thus offering an available
44foothold between reality and fiotion."
The first remark entered in the Not e-Books under the
Brook i?arm period (April 13, 1841) reads thus: "Here I am in a
45
polar Paradise I" Miles uoverdale, arriving at Blithedale on a
cold April afternoon, exclaimed, "?aradise indeed! Nobody else
in tne world, I am bold to affirm, - nobody at 1 aast in our
bleak littlo world of Jew England, - nad dreamed of Paradise that
day, except as the pole suggests the tropics. "^^ Again, on the
way out from Bostoii, Ooverdale and his companions drove "past
scattered dwellings, whence puffed the smoke of country fires,
strongly impregnated with the nua.Tent aroma of burning peat."^'''
Paralleling this, we find in the journal the simple remark that
"the aromatic odor of peat-smoke in the sunny autumnal air is vary
48pleasant." As the party sat about the fire after suoper tnat
first night at 31ithedale, Silas Foster asked who wc-S the b2st
judge of swine, and added, in explanation, that some one must go
49
to tne next Brighton iair to bay half a dozen pigs. This query
reflects an incident in riawthorne's Brook iarm experience: "A
ride to iJrighton yesterday morning, it being the dt.y of the weekly
cattle-fair .. .William Allen had conie to buy four little oige."^
After about two weeks of life at irook i'arm, Hawthorne
51
caught a bad cold which n^de him very gloomy. Miles Ooverdale had
a similar experience; only he was so unfortunate as to fall sick
44. 7, 3E1-2. 46. Y, 350. 48. IX, 98. 50. IX, 249-50.
45. IX, 226. 47. V, 333. 49. V, 343. 51. IX, 231.
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with a cold the momin^r after reaohinrt: Blitnodala; and he then
questioned whet nor it .vould not have b'^en better Tor him not to
have come to this cold Arcadia, where na "was like'' to di'i
52blaspheming- in a fever.
Hot only Ooverdale's experiences, out his opinionsas well
conincide with tha records in the Wot e- Books . The poet, in a talk
with Priscilla, expounded for her a ohilosophical theory which
Hawthorne had expressea in his journal. Ooverdale told Priecilla:
"We may be very sure... that the good we aim at will not be attain-
ed, -^eople never do get just the good they seek. If it come at
all, it is something else which they never dreamed of, and did not
particularly want. "^3 jv^ i^ie Not es , we find tae following dictum,
which, by the way, is the theme of Llast erlinck ' s mystical play.
The Bluebird : "Happiness in the world, when it comes, comes in-
cidentally. Make it the object of oursuit, and it l^ads us .Si wild
goose chase, and is never attained, r'ollov/ some ot hei^'ob ject
,
and veiy possibly we may find that we have caught ha'opiness wlthou
54dreaming of it .
"
The amusements of Blithedale are very like those Hawthorne
55
had known at Brook iT'arm. The tableaux of the Not es became the
"fragmentary bits of theatrical performance", which Zenobia organ-
56ized at Blitnedale. A picnic party in the woods near Brook 5'arm
had a similar fate. This fjicnic had attracted Hawthorne's notice
by its picturesque figures, v;hicn ne carefully described in his
57
journal; and it does not seem odd to find the same "concourse of
52. V, 365-66. 56. Y, 440.
53. V, 406. 57. IX, 251-2.
54. IX, 409.
55. IX, 234.
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strange i'lguros beneath tnj o varsiiadowi n,^ branoiiee "of the woods
of Blithedale. ?he Indian ohief, the young gypsy fortune-teller,
the goddess Diana with her bow and arrows, the negro of the Jim
Jrow order, - all these raasqueraders frolio as gaily at the fic-
titious pionic as they had done at a real party.
Hawthorne declared emphatically in his Preface that the
characters of The Slithedale riomance were not drawn from his
friends and associates, but were purely imaginary. Even though
we must grant f'^is, we need not overlook obvious likenesses be-
tween the s ^ory-figures and certsin real people. Ooverdale,
retreating to his Hermitage among the wild grape-vines, thus
rec 'lls to us the fact that liis creator had a similar olace of
60
seclusion from the super abundant life of Brook Farm. 3ut
Priscilla and her father are oerhaps the best characters to com-
pare with hints irom the Jot es .
Priscilla 's ethereal beauty, her slender and shadov^ry grace,
her sensitive nature. are refinements of qualities observed in a
real person very different from her elfin self. Her flesh and
blood prototype was a little seamstress from Boston, of whom
Hawthorne gives a lively and full description in the iiotes , thus:
"She is very vivacious and smart, laughing and singing or talking
all the time.. Being so small, and with so fair a skin, and as
healthy as a wild-flower, she is really very agreeable; and to
look uoon her face is like being shone unon by a ray of the sun.
She nover walks, but bounds and dances along. .. Sometimes she is
rather vulgar." Priscilla, too, runs and skips, with spirits
58. V, 557-59.
59. V, 3,'51-2.
60. IX, 261.
61. IX, 259.
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as lih^ht as trie bree::9 of tha way iiiorniriK; bul lior »raiety was
oi a nature tiial showed how delicate sne was. She seemed to
62
Ooverdalo like a butterlly at nlay in n 11 ictcerinp- bit oi sunthina
This charm of the soul wae in no way sug^vostod by the little
seamstress; it it distinctively Pri scilla ' s
.
Moodie likewise wae suggested by an actual person, an
elderly ragamufiin whom liawthorne had often observed in tho bar-
room of barker's in Boston. This forlorn creature looked like a
man who had knovyn decent circumstances at some former period of
his life; and there was still a sort of shadow or delusion of
63
respectability about him. Moodie, too, could free himself of the
mean, slouching, Gainfully depressed air of an old city vagabond,
64
and t^jike on tne aspect of a decayed gentleman.
Parker's in 3oston, which was mentioned in tno preceding
paragraph, appears in the romance also. The parallel riferences
are interesting as differing a little, but only a little. In the
iJot es , the bar-room is descrioed as naving ''a large oval basin
in the counter, with a brass tube rising from the center, out of
which gushes continually a minature f ountain. In the basin were
gold fish; and Hawthorne wondered whether tne fish would"die or
merely get jolly, if some tooer should be seized with the freak
65
of emptying his glass of gin or nrandy into the basin." The
corresponding description in The 31 it he dale Romance is more fanci-
ful: "A tiny fountain. . .threw uo its feathery jet through the
counter and s'oarkled dov/n a.?ain into an oval basin containing
61. IZ, 259.
6^!. V, 404-5.
63. IX, 376.
64. V, 525.
65. IX, 388-9.

savoral gold rish...Uor coulcl I help wondering that it had not
occurred to any freakish inebriate to empty a i^lass of liquor
into their lakelet, '"ho would not be a fish if he could inhale
jollity with the essential eleni'mt of his existence?" ivon a
picture tliat hun.-r in th3 bar-room which Moo die frequented was a
replica of one at barker's. In the latter pls^ce hun?:"a small
painting of a druntcen toper sleeping on a )ench beside the gro^-
snop, - a ragged, nali-iiatle ss
,
bloated, red-nosed, jolly, miser-
67
able lookin-:; devil", while in the former room, 'in an obscure
corner, there was a little picture... of a ragged iJew .jagland toper
stretched out on a be.ich, in th 3 heavy, apoplectic sleeo of drunic-
68
enness. xh ^ clever young oar-tender at JParker s, who so artis-
69
tically tossed gin-jockta ils from one tumbler to another, is like-
wise transferred to old hoodie's haunt. ''''^
As a conclusion to these examoles of parallelism between
the Journal and 'Jhe .Blithedale Romance
,
we may note that the li.e
at Blithedale made the same imoression on Coverdale as the whole
Brook Farm episode oroduced on Hawthorne. Hawthorne in his own
person said: "I really should judge it to be twenty years since
I left Brook Farm, and I lake tn-"s to be a oroof that my life ther
was an unnatural and unsuitable, and therefore an unreal one. It
71
already looks like a dream behind me." Somewnat similarly
Goverdale says: "It appears all like a dream that we were ever
72
t .iere i at Blithedale] togetner."
The relation of the Italian iTote Books to I'he Liarble j'aun
is very like that existing between tne American x>otes and i'he
66. V, o2>. 70. V, o20.
67. IX, 376. 71. II, 237.
68. V, o20. 72. V, 508.
69. IX, 375.
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olithedtilG ivomance * Hero again Hav<thorne aims ell has clearly
attitad tna situation: "italy, as t'r.-i ; ito of nis Rornance, v/as
cniefly valuable as a^-iording a sort oi pootic or fairy nreoinct,
wher'^ actualitiat' would not be so terribly insisted upon as they
73
are... in America." It was the same desir-^ for a more romantic
setting that he had expressed in tha Jrjface to I'he 31ithedale
74
Romance . He also makes another significant admission: "In
rewriting these volumes, the author was somew.iat surprised to see
the extent to which ne had introduced descriptions of various
Italian objects, antique, pictorial, and statuesque. Yet these
things fill the mind overjAvhere in Italy, and esioecially in Home,
and oannot be easily kept from flowins: out u^jon the oage when
75
one writes freely."
But before we consider the source of the setting in The
Marble Faun , it mi.?:ht be well to observe in the Journal how the
idea of mailing a story of a faun developed in Hawthorne's mind.
His first reference to fauns oc;curs in an accjunt of a visit to
tne Villa Borgnese. "a jj'aun, copied froai that of Praxiteles, and
another who seems to be dancing',' he mentions, "were exceedingly
pleasant to look at. I like these strange, sweet, olayful, rustic
creatures," ne declares, "...linked so prettily without monstros-
ity to the lower t ribes .. .Their character has never, that I know
of, been brought out in literature; and sometaing quite good, funnj
and philosop lical , as well as i^oetic, might very likely be educed
from them." It is significant that Hav;thorne felt at o.ice that
here was excellent material for a writer of stories, and it is
73. Vi, 15. Preface to The Marble Zaun .
74. See thesis, "O. 67.
75. VI, 15.

oharacteristio ol him as a iLorullst that he aaw the ooseiblllt ios
or puroosive treatment. "xho faun," ho adde, ''is a natural and
delijhtl'ul link betwixt human and brute life, v^'ith something: of a
7 fidivine oharacter intermingled."
Jj'ive days later Hawthorne recounts a visit to the Capitol.
After lookini? at the oictur^sr he went int.) the soulpture-s'all 3ry
where ae beheld the Faun of Praxiteles. "I was sensi'-le of a
peculiar charm in if, he writes; 'a sylvan beauty and homeliness,
friandly and wild at once... This race of fauns was the most de-
ligitful of all that antiquity imagined. It seems to me'', he
finaxly concluded, "that a story, with all sorts of fun and pathos
in it, might be contriveu or. the idea of th3ir species having be-
come intermingled with the human race; a. family with the faun
blood in tnem naving prolonged itself froih the classic era till
our own days. The tail might nave disappeared...; but the oretty
nairy ears should occasionally reappear in members of the family,"
In these last sentences Jawthorne is getting to a definite,
woriving plan for a story. His conviction that ''the rrioral instincts
and intellectaal cnaracteristics of the faun might be most pictur-
esquely brougnt out without detriment to the human interest of the
story'' has been proved well grounded by the romance. The tenor of
the story as it was finally written, however, is very different
from that suggested in the last i_ine: "j^'ancy this combination in
77
the Dorson of a youn.=: ladyl" Hawthorne's first thought, we miay
infer, was to write a delightful little story in a merry, humorous
76. X, 167.
77. Z, 172-3.
p
7;).
voin; but his moral bent, as well as the larp^e opportunl 1 1 ee in
tho subject, turned hira away to devolop a raor? serious tauiau than
any that his first impressions had suggested. This visit to tne
Capitol occurred Aoril 24 (l8o3). Aoril 30 he made anotaer visit
to tho sculpture -Tallery to tac3 especial note ol' the i?aun of
Praxiteles, "because", he explains, "tho idea keeps recurring: to
me of writiiig a little roixiLince about it; and for that reason I
snail endeavor to set down a somewaat minutely itemized detail of
the statue and its surroundings..."'''^ We may supnose that tae
results of this careful rtudy are to be found in tne descriotion
01 the ij'aan as it is eivan in the lirst caapter of the romance.'''^
The effect there suggested, of a beautiful, sensual, mirtnful,
creature, not incapable of being touched by pathos accords with
the imoression wh "ch Hawthorne's Hot es indicate was first made on
him; and the reader is led to feel a warm sympathy for this being
in which both animal and human char -cteristics are so doligitfully
blended. The identification of Donat3llo as of the race of fauns
is very skillfully managed. His tiaun characteristics are merely
hinted: the Dretty -pointed ears are not revealed. This accords
80
wii.h 'iawthorne's wish not to spoil the human interest of the story
Miriam., like Donatello, was suggested by a piece of Italian
art, juido's Beatrice Oenci. This picture made a ooAerful im-
(31pression on Hawthorne, and roused in him a strong feeling of
pity for its unnappy supject. He was particularly fascinated and
perplexed by a "peculiar expression which eludes a straight-forwar(
78. Z, 18E.
79. YI, 25-E5.
80. X, 173.
81. See thesis, o . 48
.
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glance, and can only bo caught by sido glimpses ... .ae if the nlc-
ture had a lile and a consciousnass ol its ov.n, and were reeolvad
not to batri:y its socret or griel or quiet." It was the expreBsior
of 'a being unhumanized by some terrible fate, and gazing out of
a remote and inaccessible region, where she was frightened to be
alone, but where no syraoathy could reach her."^^ Ivliriam is just
such a 03ing in a terrible thraldom because of some crime so greot
that it isolates her completely from her fellow-b3ings . Her
union in aruilt with Donatello is a relief from such loneliness ae
83that which had been herp. Miriam's exoression as she studies the
picture is exactly li^ce Beatrice's, and h^^r T^assionate wish is to
know whether the Italian 2:irl thought herself guilty or innocent,
as if her case were the sair.e as Miriam's own.
The other lovers, Hilda and Kenyon, are not suggested in th
Notes
.
-ienyon is, however, indebted for his statuary to two men
who figure largely in the Journals
,
namely, Hiram Powers and
85William Story. Hilda's nana in marble was suggested by the baby
86
nand whicn iPov^ers' had sculptured; and the Cleopatra that Miriam
87 88
praised so glowingly, balonged to Story. Xenyon's rough, dreary
89
studies, which had the aspect of a stone-mason's shop, is lirie th
one in which Hawthorne spent several hours while his bust vvas
being modelled. In his Notes he declares that the latter room was
large, high, and dreary from the want of a carpet, furniture, or
90
anytning but clay and plaster.
The setting of the Llarble raun is even more closely related
to the Hot es than are the olot and tho char-icter; for it is taken
82. X, 504-5. Hilda's copy of the Picture is described in the same
words. ;VI, 238-9) ' 85. VI, 145-6 88. X, 71; 171.
83. YI, 206. 86. 2.Qa. 89. VI, 139.
84. VI, 84-5. 87. X, 152. 90. X, 76.
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entirely from the -Italian Journal. It is possible to mention
only briefly the mcst sic':niricant parallels. The first sentence
q-i
of the Romance ^introduces kiriam, Donatello, Hilda, and Zenyon
as they stand in the sculpture gallery of the Gacltol at Rome, a
92
place much visited by the romancer, Th.i Catacomb of ^-'t. Jalix-
93
tus, where l.iriam found her model, Hawthorne described in rath'=)r
94
less picturesque fashion in the No tes . Hilda's tower, with its
95
lamp forever burnins: before th'3 Virgin's image, had oeen pointed
out to the American writer as an unusual feature of Roman archi-
96
tecture. It is an indication of the Jawthorne's imaginative
SKill that this tower, which in the Hot es is a very matter-of-fact
structure, becomes in the noma nee a raost fitting abode for the
ethereal Hilda.
Of all the "^talian places tnat nave become a Dart of this
97
romance, perhaps the /ilia i.Iontattto or Monte Beni is the most
significant; for Hawthorne himself firi-t called this book: The
Homance of iJonte 3eni . This old villa, in which the author
spent two happy montns daring the sumiLer of 1858, sketching out
his romance and r veling in the art of Florence, makes a most sat-
isfactory ancestral home for the counts of Lon'^auto; the old tower
witn its gloomy staircase, its dismal, ghostly rooms and its littl
oratory, suits t io sin-troubled "Donatello especially well.
'Jhe Carnival, as well as the Italian buildings, is reflect-
ed froiu the not es to the Homance. Hawthorne got little pleasure
91. VI, 19. 94. X, 491. He writes 'Yesterday we
92. X, 97; lo4; 172. went to the Catacomb of St. Calixtus.
95. VI, 39. ^"e descended not a very great way under
ground, by a broad flight of stone steps, and lighting some wax
tapers..We followed the guide through a great many intricate
passages, which were mostly just wide enough for me to touch the
walls on each side, while keeping my elboy/s close to my body."
95. VI, 68-9. $6. X, 206.' 97. See thesis, t).o2.
"
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from his fir^st Carnival season in Romo althouc'h he enjoyed it
98
a ^reat deal the next y.iar. He doclarod, howcv^-, tho iiret
year: "'Little qp I have enjoyed the Carnival, I think I could
m;ike quite a brilliant sketch oi it v;ithout very widely departing:
fro:.-, the truth. "^^ xhe description or thi scene in the Corso and
of a frolic of the Carnival dispatch all doubts as to his being
able to make a billiant sketch of this Koman festivity. "^^^Yet even
101
here he insisted, as he had done in the IJo le- Books . that the
Carnival was a traditionary thing, and no longer natural and
102
vital
.
The dialogue also is enriched by contributions fron; the
Journals. j£enyon's criticism oi the Dying Sladiator, explained
as due perhaps to the lact tnat scalptars always abuse one another
103
works, is, according to the ^iote, vary cnaract eri st ic of these
artists. Hawthorne once wrote: "I repeat tnese things (Mr. '!
as
derogatory remarks about Powers) only /fenot he r instance how invari-
ably every sculptor ut es hie chisel and mallet to the deface the
marble-work of every ot her . "'^^'^Hilda ' s impatient exclamation on
the same occasion: "Ah, the j?aunl I have been looking at him too
long, and now instead of a beautiful statue, I see only a corroded
and discolored stone, xhis change is very apt to occur in statueti
105
and Kenyon'e retort, "And a similar one in pictures," merely
ecno the opinion that Hawthorne expressed again and again in the
Kotes. "ilarble beauties", ne once remarked after a disappointing
visit to the Capitol", seem to suffer the same occasional eclipses
98. See thesis, o 54. 104. X, 483.
99. X, 80. 105. VI, 31.
100. VI, 493-513.
101. X, 68.
102. VI, 493.
103. VI, 30.
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as those of riech and blood. ""^^^ At anothor time he wrote:
"Only a little space of oalm enjoyment, and then I F.ee nothins:
107
but a discolor 3d marble ima^e again." Miriam's lena:thy condem-
nation Ox modern sculptured nudities, esoecially Gibson's colDr3d
1 08
Venus, sounds peculiarly fa.iiiliar after one has read in the
No to Books a conversation between Powers and Hawthorne on the
109
same subject. Other ooints of contact between the Italian
Hot es and the n^mance mi?ht be traced, but perhaps enough has been
said to bring home the relation betv^een some of the rough blocks
of Hawthorne's fiction and his finishea iLa st erpiece
.
106. i, 495.
107. A, 159.
108. VI, 149.
109. A, 264-5.

80.
3TYLB hnd IDE '.3
The Uotc Books often have the fnmiliar, eaay ityle
of an afrreeubly fluent eonvrraat ion; but they alcjo contain
many pt:?53ago3 of exqui3ite literary finish and beauty of
expression. Althousrh one w-auld not find •vriting of suoh qur.lity
in most journals, it is not surprise ing in Hawthorne's. Con-
sidering his long and constant praotice in expression, and the
beautiful style of his published works, we might expect graoe
and polish in the IJotes*
in the Hote -Books were called out by an admiration of nature,
especially of the rich coloring of autumn. Hawthorne once wrote:
" Distant clumps of trees, now that the variegated folioge
adorns them, have a plantasmagorism, an apparitionlike appear-
ance, ihey seem to be of some kindred to the crimson and gold
cloud islands." (1) And again he said: " These autumn colors
are not gaudy, scarcely gay; there is something too deep end
rioh in them; it is e-orgeous and magnificient , but with a
sobriety diffused.'* (E) And once again: " There were some
trees that seemed really ra- de of sunshine and others were of
sunny red, and the v/hole picture was painted with but little
relief of darksome hues, - only a few evergreens." (3)
Hawthorne also noticed the beauty of the clouds in autumn.
"Clouds, floating all about, so glorious and so lovely,"
suggested to him a f • ntasy of heaven's being broken into
fleecy fragments and dispersed through space.
aorae of the most vivid descriptions that we find
(1) IX, 96.
(2) IX, 98.
IX, 26£.
IX, 214.
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Junset and moonlif^ht appealed to the artist In him even more
than to the obaervfr of nature. " The red li/rlit of sunset,"
he observed, ''Rives a rich t ins:e to all objecjta. Ihe aoraplexion
of people are exoeedincrly enriohed by it, they look warm
and kindlod by a mild fire. The .vhole "cenery and peraonF^e^ea
acquire ;uaikhirks
,
a passionate character. A love scene, should
be laid in 3ucli an evening." (5) The rrioon likewise added
charm to the people on ,vh0ui it shone, he noticed. "The ;n)on," he
wrote, " was beautifully dark-bright, not giving so white a lightag
sometimes. The girls all lojk beautiful and fairy-like in it." (6i
Landscapes in autumn, whether the coloring of the foliage was
ooLcerned or not, always evo.ied descriptions of great beauty
from him. The picture of Saddleback and Graylock as he saw them
one autu.iin day at first imbued with a i^ild, sunshiny tinge, but
later growing almost black af-fords an excellent illustrat i jn.
"Behind the black mountains, " he writes, " there Wi^s a heavy
sombre heap of clouds. Beneath this, there was a flock of light
vapory mists tinted v/ith gorgeaus, living purple... In the op-
posite quarter of the heavens, a rose light was reflected. "(7)
The literary artist is manifested i the love of color so evident
both in this quotation and in those preceding.
Quite as delightful as his colorful word-pictures
,
thought often not so beautiful, are the many similas and metaphors
which he wsed in description. They are sometimes poetic, sometimes
hoGiely, often startling, but always effective. His accounting
for butterflies that came aboard the salt ship as "lovely fantasie
'
(5) IX, 112.
(6) IX, 11J7.
(7) IX. 188.

of the mind," (8) his declaration that the vTilley in .vhich
he d>velt seeinrd like a V'.3t baa in filled .vith golden sunshine
t3 with wine, (9) and his sinple remark, "Yeiiterday f^lowed like
molten brasa, (10) ure undeniably poetic and beautiful jonoep-
tions. The distinguishing mark of his comparisons i3 not,
however, their beaut; but their quality of graphic represent-
ation. His deaoriptions of Browne's Hill and of urraylock
show this very well. "-tirowne's Hill", he -rites, "is s locis
ridge lying in ;he midst of a large, level ol.- in, it looks at
a distance somewhat like a whale, v/ith its head and tail under
water, but its immense back protruding with steep sides, and
a orradual curve alonp* its length." Uow easy it is to visualize
lirowne's Hill by the aid of this comparisonJ ^raylock likewise
is graphically sketched as "appearing? with its two sumiaits
and a long ridge between, like a huge monster creuching down
slumbering, with its head slightly elevated." (12) His descrip-
tion of the Concord River h^is the same clear, effective delin-
eation, although it is intentionally ludicrous." I can find
notning more fit to cOuipc.re it (the river) with than one of the
half-torpid earthworms which I dig up for bc^it. I'he worm is
sluggish;' he reasons
, "and so is the river, - the river is
muddy, and so is the worm. ^'ou hardly know whether either of
them be alive or dead; but still in the course of time, they
both manage to creep away." (13) Occasionally Hawthorne made
comparisons th;-t are start in^ly vivid, but disagreeable. His
remark that some fruit trees in bloom, stretched out flat
(8) IX, 224.
(9) IX. 392.
(10) IX, 352.
( 11 ) IX , 100.
(12) IX. 155.
(13) IX, 288.

aguinat f. stone wall, reminded him of a de^id bird nf:iled aguinat
the side of a barn (14) is illuminating; but the picture it oalla
up has none of the beauty whiah one .vould assojiate with
blossoming tree i. I'here is similarly something inoonp:ruou8 in
the likening of the red, r&yless sun even to the millionth
magnifioat ion of a ne.v half-penny. (15) One must remember,
ho-.vever, that ^evrthorne did not make these oomparisions for
publication; and that oonsequently they should not be subjeoted
to the same sort of minute critioism which :ve might apply to
simileo or metaphors found in the tales and romances.
of effective metaphors adds much to the clarity and finish of
his style. He was very sensitive to differenjcs even in the
implication of //ords. ,ji interesting example of his striving
for just the rierht word is this. "Amongst these (rocks) the
stream bra-vis, - only th^it this word does not express its good
natured voice, and 'murmur' is too quiet. It sings along." (16)
Once while he -vas at the Custom House he had protested t.t the
use of the word ''di 3i?orge" to mean the unloading of a ship:
"What an unseemly figure is this, - 'disgorge', quotha, as if
the the vessel were sick." (17) .mother example of his
repponsiveness to suggested meanings in a word occurs in
connection with a remark he made in comparing London and Paris.
The French city, he declared, put London to the blush, - if a
blush jould be seen on its dingy fL.ce. (18) The outcome of en
attempt to describe the sounds f a Highland bagpipe is worth
Hawthorne's nice use of vvords as well as his abundance
(14) VIII, 420.
(15) VIII, 59L
(16) IX , 50 .
(17) IX. 226.
(18) X . 18 .
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noting:, - the instrument " uquenled out a t.'.riiTled ;kein of
discord." (19) an even more amusing iniitan^je of careful
choioe of words is that in v/hioh seasickness is described as
' a 3t:.te of plccid .vretchedness. " (20) 't is rather delle:ht-
ful to find, in contrast to this careful selection of phrases,
the use ofthe word that came naturally. He once unconsciously
wrote: " 'ihe grass blushes ^reen on the slopes and hollows,"
and though he questioned the propriety of "blush'', he decided
to "let it s:o as an inspired utterhin;e." (^1) there was
no word that exactly suited him, he proceeded to coin one; and
'30 we hear i;bout x^ickens' "unwearlability
, (22) we learn that
the old German's diorama exhibition was charr.cterized by an
utter and ludicrous miserability
,
(L3) and we ure left to
iraa^-ine v/h&t the Brook Farmer's face looked like v;hen it 7/as
marked by strange twist ificat ions
. (24) Coining v/ords -.vas not
the only freedom Hawthorne took with the English language; he
has in a very few instances used slang. For example, he mentions
having seen a negro, respectably dressed, travelling "on his
own hook"; (25) and when he heard that the x^ayflower became a
slave-ship after carrying the Pilgrims he declared that this
fact would bo "nuts'V for the Southerners. (26)
as the beautiful style to make them .vonderfully readable.
"^rs. Hawthorne in her Preface to the English IJote-iooks declared
The quaint humor of the Journals does quite as much
(19) VIII, 449.
(20) X ,11.
(21) IX , 235.
(22) VII . 464.
(23) IX, 180.
( 24 ) IX , 230 .
(25) IX. 203.
(26) VII, 537.

that she vftry earnestly hopod the.je voluinnea of IJotea .vould
di-ipel an oi'tcn-expressod opinion th^jt Hawthorne was f?loorny.
"The airy splendor of his vit und humor", r,he stated, "was
the liPTht of hi.: home." (27) Hia fun-niuKinfr is novnr boister-
ous, it never oauses a hearty lauph, and it is sometimes half
oonoealed; yet one never read: f<^r v;itnout oomin? upon some
numorous comment that causes a pleasant glow of amusement and a
quiet smile, •^'•e had i genius for seeing the comioal side of
ordinary events. A few instances will make this clear. The
Jld nanse was to Hawthorne a veritable Eden; but he took great
delight nevertheless in poking fun at ito shortcomings. As
have already been noted, there was at first no water on the
pl-..Ge fit to use for drinking or bathing. ( 28 ) To remedy this
"intolerable" condition of affairs, a ne.v jistern was provided,
but it proved unsatisfactory. Accordingly Hawthorne remarked:
"As for the new cistern, it seems to be bewitched; for while
the spout pours into it like a catarcct, it still remains
almost empty. I wonder where Mr. Hosmer got it; perhaps from
Tantalus, under the eves of .vhose pair ce it must formerly have
stood." (29)
Although Hawthorne was f&r from despising his
literary renown, he could not resist making a fev/ satirical
remarks about it. " Here I am in my old chamber," he wrote,
"Where I produced those stupen: ous works of fiction which have
since impressed the universe with wonderment and awe J 'i'o this
(27) VII, 412-15.
(28) IX , Zdb See also thesis, p. 10.
(29) IX , 286.

chamber, d juV tlean , in ell sucoeedinp- age;? pilgrirnj ,vlll aome,"
ho assumes," to puy their tribute of reverence; they will put
off their ahoe ' at .he threohold for fetr of desecrating the
ti'.ttrred old carpet i " (30) Though he adds much more in the
Liiime vein, this much is enough to indicate the tone.
de could extract amusement even from thoroughly
annoying situations, as these two stories will show. The first
concerns p drunken cabman of idanchester . ^e wa:: 30 very drunk
thct " I hesitated whether to let him clamber upon the box or
to take, the post myself," Hawthorne //rites. "However, I
propounded two questions to him: first, whether his horse would
go of its own accord; and second, whether he himself wai invar-
iably drunk at that time oi" ni2:ht." Jeing reassured on these
points, the Consul got in with an untrouoled mind, confident
that this particulc-r driver w^-s better drunk than sober. (31)
The other story relates Hawthorne's experience with Italian
raoscuitoes. These mosquitoes, he declf:res, v/ere " horribly
pungent little satanic particles" that ventured on the most
hrzc.rdous attacks and got safe off. '±0 show ho,? bold they were
he gives this personal experience: "One of them flew into my
mouth the other ni^ht , and stung me far down in my throat;
but luckily I coughed him up in halves." (32)
Of interest in connection with a study of style,
-
of expression, figures of speech, and humor, - is Hawthorne's
theory of £.rt. The i^Iotes shed very little light on the question.
(30) IX. 335.
(31) VIII, 544 .
(32) X , 422.
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There is however, one Illuminating: passage in the Knp-lish
Uote-Book:3
.
In diaousainpr cott's Description of the 'x'rosacha
Hswthorne admitted th;.t the English writer had uroduced joinething
very beautiful and as true as possible, thou/rh certainly its
beauty had a little oi the soene-painter ' s glo3S in it. Then he
propounded his dictum on art; "Nature is better, no doubt,
but Nature can not be exactly produced on canvas or in print,
and the artist's only resource is to substitute something that
may stand instead of or reflect the truth.'' (33)
Hawthorne's throry oi art to consider the idec.3 which 3ontribute
to his philosophy of life. Hawthorne believed that every individ-
ual hciS a nlaoe to fill in the world, and is important, in
some respects ViThether he chooses to be so or not; (34) and he
held that there were four cardinalo receipts to follow: " To
break off oustoas; to shake off spirits ill-di.jposed ; to med-
itate on youth, to do nothing against one's genius." (35) This
truly is ^ definite enousrh outline for conduct; but the meaning
nnd the end of life were not 7.0 clear to iiawthorne. He was often
troubled by a sense of the unreality of this existence. He
remarked once: " On being trc^nsported to strange scenes, we
feel as if all were unreal, thir^ is but the perception of the true
unreality of earthly things." (36) v;ith this same thought in
mind he declared later : " Every day of ray life m^kes me feel
more and more hov; seldom a fact is accurately stated.. Is truth
then a fantasy which we are to pursue forever and never grasp?
In conolusing this study, let us turn from
(330 VIII
(34) IX.
478.
3E.
(35) IX, 28.
(36) IX, 109.
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(37) While he wtis yet a y )unp: man (1835), he came to the
ooncjlusion thut " the orld i-- ;o nad and 3olenm that the thinpra
meant in jest are liable, by an overpo.vering influence, to
beooin-^ dreadful earnest;" (38) and yet even these ^riefa hud
a tineie of unreality, so that he thoue;ht that as " we sometimes
conf?ratulfite ourselves at the moment of ',7;.:k:inpr from a troubled
dream, it may be so the moment aft^r death." (39) iiappiness,
however, .vas unquestionably real. "Happiness", he declared,
in the joyous days of the Old i^^nse^. 'has no succession of ^
events, because it is i. part of eternity. ' (40) uany years
later ( Jan* 20 ,1855 ) he clearly stated his idea of the relations
of grief and joy, of life and eternity, thus: " Ood himself
ca-inot compensate us for being born for bny period short of
eternity. All the mis^ endured here constitutes a claim for
another life, and still more, " he insists," all the happiness;
because all true ht-ppiness involves something more th^in the
earth owns." (41)
(37) IX, 232.
(38) IX, HI.
(39) IX, 33.
(40) IX, 283-
(41) VII, 555.
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